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QUIET SHORT-HAULRESEARCHAIRPLANE (QSRA)FI)DESELECT PANEL FUNCTIONAL
DESCRIPTION
DeLamarM. Watson
Ames ResearchCenter
SUMMARY
The planned operation of the mode select panel and flight mode annun-
ciator for the digital flight control system to be installed in the Quiet
Short-Haul Research Airplane (QSRA) is described. The QSRA, when equipped
with programmable color cathode ray tube displays, a head-up display, a
seneral purpose digital computer and a microwave landing system receiver,
will provide a capability to do handling qualities studies and terminal
area operating systems experiments as well as to enhance an experimenter's
ability to obtain repeatable aircraft performance data. The operating
systems experiments include the capability to generate minimum fuel ap-
proach and departure paths and to conduct precision approaches to a
STOLport runway. The mode select panel is designed to provide both the
flexibility needed for a variety of flight test experiments and the minimum
workload operation required by pilots flying into congested terminal
traffic areas.
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INTRODUCTION
The flight research conducted to date on the Quiet Short-Haul Research
Airplane (QSRA) has consisted of proof of concept testing, evaluation of
performance, evaluation of handling qualities and providing operating
experience with an upper-surface-blowing-flap powered-lift STOLairplane
for STOLport and aircraft carrier operations (References 1 through 3). The
research capability of the highly productive QSRAis presently being ex-
panded to permit investigation of handling qualities and operating systems
applications for this powered lift airplane. Equipment additions to the
airplane consist of programmable, color electronic attitude director
indicators (EADI), a headup display, an automatic power-lever, a terminal
area navigation capability and a flight control digital computer to permit
the development and evaluation of flight director laws, display formats,
stability and commandaugmentation system (SCAS) control laws and energy
management guidance and control laws. Since the major emphasis in the QSRA
operatingsystemsexperimentsprogramis on the use of a powered-lift
airplanein the terminalarea, the selectiontask for all of the elements
listed above must requireonly a very small portionof the pilot'swork-
load. A mode select panel (MSP) and a flightmode annunciator(FMA) have
been designedwhich incorporatethe pilot assist modes found in recent
conventionaljet transportsalong with new selectionfeatures for a
microwave landingsystem (MLS) and for a minimum fuel energy management
guidance system. This report describesthe operationalfeaturesof all the
modes incorporatedinto the mode select panel and the flightmode
annunciator.
Recentjet transportdesign practicehas been to place selectorsfor
attitude stabilization,autopilot,autothrottle,flight directors,and
speed/Machaltitude,rate of climb and headingpilot assist modes and dual
VOR/ILS frequencyand course selectionin the glare shield area of the
cockpitas shown in references4 through6. The QSRA MSP followsthis
pattern for engaging the flightdirector,attitudeSAS servos, flap servos,
auto-power-leverservos and speed, altitude,flight path angle and heading
pilot assistmodes. Although no pitch, roll and yaw autopilotcapability
is presentlyplannedfor the QSRA, the MSP contains provisionfor adding an
autopilotat some later date. The QSRA glare shield panel area differs in
severalways from the conventionaljet transportpattern. Specifically,
the QSRA relys on navigationfrom TACAN, MLS and INS but is not equipped
with an automatictuning navigationsystem common in the industrytoday.
Instead,the QSRA navigationsystem is designedto provideprecision
navigationover a limitedregion to meet the specific needs of the
experimenters. In the QSRA, a single course selectorcapabilityis
incorporatedinto the MSP. All frequencyselectionhas been relegatedto
the center consolebetween the pilots. Because the FILSglideslopecan be
set to values other than the conventionalILS three degree glideslope,
provisionexists in the QSRA MSP for selectingthe glideslopeangle. The
QSRA guidanceand control system incorporatesan area navigationsystem.
In conventionaljet transports,the area navigationsystem is operated
througha keyboardand CRT display typicallylocatedin the center console
since the pilots generallydo not use area navigationin the terminalarea
except as a means of transitioningto the ILS along commonly flown and
preprogrammedroutes. Certainly,it is the rare pilot who will choose to
introducewaypoint changes into the area navigationsystemwhen the
airplaneis operatingin the terminalarea. The guidance systemplanned
for the QSRA is specificallydesignedto be used in the terminalarea by
synthesizingfuel efficientor time constrainedpaths which can be
establishedto ease the pilot'sand ATC controller'sworkload. The area
navigationsystem in the QSRA providesfor four pre-storedflight paths,
each of which can incorporateup to 29 waypoints. A waypoint selectoris
thereforeconsideredan importantfeatureof the QSRA mode select panel. A
number of experimentalmodes can be selectedin the QSRA system and buttons
for activatingthese modes are incorporatedinto the MSP. Since this is an
experimentalsystem,the QSRA MSP also incorporatesspare buttons for
potentialfutureexperiments.
The QSRA FMA continues the patternfound in currentjet transportsof
annunciatingmodes to the pilot as an aid to his comprehensionof how the
airplanecontrol system is operating. In the past, several different
approacheshave been taken. In the first approach,labels on an
annunciatorinstrumentare lightedto indicatethe mode in operationand
the modes which are armed. This has been satisfactoryfor conventionaljet
transportsoperatingwith a limitednumber of modes associatedwith VOR/DHE
and ILS but is inflexiblefor the needs of the QSRA experimentsprogram. A
second approachis to place the annunciatorlight in the mode selection
button. This procedurehas the disadvantagethat the annunciationis not
locatednear the pilot's scan region. There is also a tendencyfor an
annunciatorlight locatedin a glareshieldpanel to wash out in sunlight.
A third approach,which is becomingcommon in the industryand which was
adopted for the QSRA, is to annunciatethe modes on a FMA locatedjust
above the pilot's attitudeindicator. By making the FMA programmable,a
varietyof modes can be incorporatedand new modes can be added or deleted
as requiredin a developingexperimentsprogram. The disadvantageof this
type of FMA is that the pilot must read the symbolsto understandthe
message rather than simply note the presenceof a message in a location.
The compilationof MSP and FMA proceduresand responsescontainedin
this report is intendedto serve three purposes. First, this document
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providesthe basis for establishingagreementamong the NASA experimenters
and pilots as to how the QSRA flightdirector and SCAS systemsshould
function. Second,the report providesa proceduresreferencefor simulator
and flight acceptancetests. Finally,this report is an instructionmanual
for future users of the QSRA system.
The discussionbegins with a statementof design philosophy. Then the
QSRA capabilitiesas a researchairplaneoperatingin the terminalarea are
reviewedand the experimentspresentlyplannedfor the airplaneare
outlined. The MSP and FMA layout and the displaysand controls selectedby
the MSP are described. An overviewof the cockpit layout is presented.
Then the attitude,flightpathand speed SCAS and the flight director
systemsare described. The remainderof this document is devotedto
detailingthe responseof the MSP, FMA, displays and the airplanecontrols
to pilot operationof the MSP selectors.
DESIGNPHILOSOPHY
Severalguidelineshave been adoptedfor developingthe QSRA mode select
panel and flightmode annunciatoroperatingprocedures.
1. No changeswill take place in the referencevalues or in the switching
of modes unless the pilot has made either a direct or indirect
selection. An exampleof a direct selectionis a referencewindow
settingon the MSP which will not change value unless the pilot has
dialed a new number. An exampleof an indirectselectionis a guidance
mode which either reads a number from memory or causes a new number to
be computed. In both examples,the pilot has initiatedaction to
change the window setting.
2. An action will always take place in responseto the button push. The
system will acknowledgea legitimatebutton push througha FMA
indication. The system will respondto an incorrectbutton push by
failingto engage the mode selectedand by displayingan error message.
3. The QSRA system,in general,deals with three modes at all times: a
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speed mode, a verticalmode and a lateralmode. The pilot will be
responsiblefor engaging each mode separatelyunder the guidelinethat
the systemwill not respondunless the pilot specificallychoosesto
engage the mode. This is contraryto currentair transportpractice
in which a master button typicallyengagesall modes associatedwith
the button function.
AIRPLANEAND PLANNED EXPERIMENTS
Airplane
The Quiet Short-HaulResearchAirplane (QSRA)is an advanced pro-
pulsive-liftresearchairplanebeing used by NASA for a varietyof flight
researchprograms. Its mission is to generatedata for use by the United
States aerospaceindustryand variousgovernmentagencies in the
specification,design and certificationof future propulsive-liftaircraft
and their related systems.
The QSRA, shown in Figure la and described in Reference 7, employs the
hybrid upper surface (USB) concept for propulsive lift. In this concept,
the exhaust from four high-bypass-ratio turbo-fan engines mounted above the
wing is directed over the upper surface of the wing and the flap system
shown in Figure lb. The exhaust "turning" together with bleed air boundary
layer control (BLC) on the ailerons provides the lift augmentation. Other
features of the QSRAinclude: double slotted flaps outboard of the USB
flaps as shown in Figure ic, spoilers for roll control and direct lift
control as shown in Figure lc, and ailerons that droop with flap deployment
as shown in Figure id . The airplanewas designed for two man flight crew
operation.
The QSRAis essentially a conventional jet transport except for takeoff
and landing when, through the deployment of the powered-lift flap system,
the airplane has the capability of operating from a STOLport at speeds near
70 knots. The airplane is equipped with generally conventional controls as
shown in Figure 2. The column operates the hydraulically powered elevator
through both a mechanical cable and a force sensor to the electro-
mechanical hydraulicactuator. The wheel providesroll controlthrougha
cable bell-crankconnectionto an aileronhydraulicactuator and also
provides an electricalforce sensor input to the SAS computerwhich in turn
commands the actuatorsfor both the aileronand spoilerpanels.
Directionalcontrol is from the pedals to the rudder actuatorwith an
additionalinput from a lateral-directionalSAS system. Four thrust levers
are located to the left and forwardportionof the overhead consolebetween
the pilot and copilot. A speed brake lever to the right of the power
levers providesthe pilot input to the spoilercomputer. The spoiler
computeralso drives the spoilersfor both direct lift control and roll
control. The outboard double slottedflaps are selectedby a lever located
aft and to the right in the overheadconsole. The first 300 of the USB
deploymentis selectedwith a lever aft of the power-levers. USB
deploymentfrom 300 to 660 is accomplishedwith a beep switch locatedon
the left side of the #1 engine power-leverfor the pilot and on the right
side of the #4 engine power-leverfor the copilot. If the USB flaps are
deployedbeyond 300 and the pilot moves the USB flap handle out of the 30o
detent,the USB flaps will retractto the flap handle settingwithout
furtherpilot applicationof the beep switch. The pilot controls roll and
pitch trim througha coolie hat switch on the controlwheel. The rudder
trim switch is locatedon the case of the pilot'shead-updisplay. In the
event of an engine failure, the pilot can reduce the rollingmoment using
the flap discrete trim switch locatedon the windshieldcenterpost. The
switch retractsone outboard flap to the 300 positionto reduce the rolling
moment if USB and outboard flaps are extendedbeyond 300. A separate
switch is locatedon the #1 power-leverto permit the pilot to initiate
go-aroundguidancewithout removinghis hand from the power-lever.
NavigationSystem
The currentAir Traffic Control (ATC) system is based on VORTAC
navigationfor enrouteoperationand the instrumentlanding system (ILS)
for the precisionapproach. Low altitudeairways,high altitudejet routes
and area navigationare all foundedon the VORTAC system. Current area
navigationsystemsoften incorporateautomatictuning and position
determinationusing dual DME or inertialnavigationinformation.
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The flight test work being conductedwith the QSRA is primarilycentered
in a terminalarea near the Crows LandingNavy AuxiliaryLandingField
(NALF)near Modesto,California.Crows LandingNALF is equippedwith a
TACAN navigationtransmitterand a microwavelanding system (MLS). The
airplaneis equippedwith a LTN-51 inertialnavigationsystem to provide
the steady referenceneeded to ensure that the head-updisplay imageswill
registerproperlyrelativeto the actual runwaywhen the airplane is on the
approach. The QSRA is flown from its home base at Moffett Field,
California,to the Crows LandingNALF and will thereforebe equipped to
handle enroutenavigationas well as precisionnavigationin the test site
terminalarea.
The requirementfor satisfactorynavigationenrouteand precision
navigationin the terminalarea combinedwith the availabilityof precision
velocitydeterminationfrom the INS and the unavailabilityof an automatic
tuning VORTAC navigationsystem providedthe motivation to do navigation
with a Kalman filter navigatordesign which was already developedand
flight tested in a MLS equipped Twin Otter (Reference8). It should be
emphasizedthat the developmentand testingof the Kalman filter is not a
QSRA researchobjective. Rather the choice of the Kalman filter was based
on the availabilityof already developedsoftwarecombinedwith a need for
a precisionnavigationprocedurewhich could accommodatea varietyof
navigationsource inputs. Navigationsourcespresentlyplanned are TACAN
azimuth and DME; VOR azimuthand DME; MLS azimuth, elevationand DME;
velocitymeasurementsfrom a LTN-51 inertialnavigationsystem as well as
localizerand glideslopeerror from a standardILS. Becauseof lack of
automatictuning of the VORTAC system,the QSRA pilots will have to assume
responsibilityfor both selectingthe frequenciesin the VOR and TACAN
navigationreceiversand enteringstationidentifiermnemonics in the
onboard computerto properlyestablishthe aircraft positionin the
computercoordinatesystem. The mode select panel, to be describedin
detail in a later sectionof this report,incoporatesa button for
initiatingthe Kalman filter either at a known location such as a surveyed
parkingspot on the airportramp or in the air throughthe use of
informationfrom navigationreceivers. The MSP also has buttons for
enabling or rejectingdata from the TACAN, VOR-DME,MLS or ILS. These
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buttonspermitthe pilotto disablea navigationdata sourceas an inputto
the Kalmanfilterwhilehe changesnavaidfrequencyand storesthe new
navaidlocationin the computer.
The Air Traffic ControlOperatingEnvironment
The MSP and FMA for the QSRA have been configuredto enable the pilot to
readilyinteractwith the presentATC system as well as to deal with the
advancedATC concepts involvingarea navigationand minimum fuel energy
managementapproachpaths.
In the presentday ATC system,all clearancesare issued in terms of a
route to fly, an altitudeassignmentand at times, a speed restriction.
The route to be flown is typicallymade up of radialsinto and out of
navigationtransmitterstationsin the VORTAC system or designated
waypointswhile the airplane is enroute. The ATC controllertypically
issues radar vectors in the vicinityof the airportor, while the airplane
is enroute,to avoid conflictingtraffic. With the advent of area
navigationsystemsnow commonly in service, the route can be direct from
point to point insteadof navaid to navaid. Altitudeassignmentsare in
the form of instructionsto maintain altitude,climb or descendto an
altitudeor cross a fix at an assignedaltitude. Speed restrictionsare
either the result of the generalregulationrequiringthe airspeedto be at
or below 250 knots at altitudesbelow 3048 m (10,000ft) or else are as-
signedby the ATC controllerto maintain separationbetweenairplanes.
Proposed future ATC system concepts are expectedto dealwith the speed,
altitude and route componentsas an integratedtrajectory. Suchr
trajectorieswill probablybe activatedby separatebuttonson the MSP but
becauseof the ever presentpotentialrequirementfor trafficavoidance
radar vectors,the MSP must permit the pilot to revert to any combination
of route, altitudeand speed that may be assigned. Two examplesof
integratedtrajectoriesare describedbelow.
The 4D area navigationsystem describedin Reference9 was designedto
computean interceptpath to and guide the aircraftalong a prespecified
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flight path to an approachgate at a time specifiedby the ATC controller.
Reference10 describesa fuel-conservativeautomaticterminal-areaguidance
system having two modes of operation. In the first, or predictivemode,
fuel-efficientapproachtrajectoriesare synthesizedin real time using an
on-boarddigitalcomputer. In the second,or trackingmode, the
synthesizedtrajectoriesare reconstructedand trackedautomatically.
The techniquesdescribedin Reference10 will be adapted to the QSRA to
determinethe synthesizedminimum fuel trajectory. The synthesis
trajectorywill then serve as the referencefor a flight directorused
either with or withouta SCAS to enable the pilot to fly the QSRA along the
minimumfuel path. Figure 3 shows how the energymanagement synthesis
conceptworks. The on-boardcomputationprocedurefor determiningthis
minimum fuel path isdescribed in Reference11 and is briefly outlined
here. The first part of the procedureis to computethe minimumdistance
horizontalpath which begins at the aircraft'spresentpositionand heading
and ends at the locationand headingof a prestoredreferenceflight path
waypoint that has been selectedby the pilot. The elementsof the minimum
fuel horizontaltrack are a circle throughthe aircraft presentposition
with radius determinedon the basis of the presentaircraft ground speed
and a design bank angle near 200, a second circle passing throughthe
waypoint selectedby the pilot from the waypointson a prestoredreference
flight path and the tangentline Connectingthe two circles. The length of
the track from the aircraft'spresentpositionto a final waypoint,
typicallylocatedon the final precisionapproach path to the STOLport
runway,is the sum of the lengthof the synthesizedpath to the intercept
waypoint and the distance from that waypoint to the final waypoint.When
the path length, the altitudedifferencebetweenthe present positionand
the final waypoint and the speed restrictionsare known, an energy rate
performancemodel derivedfrom the airplane lift, drag and propulsion
system characteristicsis used in a synthesisalgorithmto determinethe
optimizedaltitude-speedtrajectoryto the final waypoint. The exact path
will depend on the wind and temperatureprofilesencounteredduring each
landingapproach. The generalstrategyused is to delay the descent as
long as possiblethroughoutthe approachconsistentwith the requirements
to slow the airplane to achievea small radius turn and to keep the speed
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below the flap placardrestrictions. All of the above requirementsapply
equallywell to both conventionalaircraftand powered-liftSTOL aircraft
in the cruise configuration. For powered-liftaircrafton an approach,an
additionalminimum speed restrictionexists. Since a portionof the
overallwing lift is inducedby engine thrust, there is a minimum engine
RPM that will still provideadequate lift to meet a safety requirement.
This engine RPM minimum is a functionof flap settingand must be included
: in the path-speedsynthesisproblem. Typicallythe goal will be to
stabilizethe airplaneat a final approachspeed simultaneouslywith
reachingthe final waypoint.
The mode select panel must be designed to help the pilot in the task of
operatingin the ATC environmentand thereforemust be configuredto let
the pilot vary speed, altitude and directionindependently. The MSP must
also permit the pilot to rapidlyselect the complextrajectoriesthat are
likely to appear in the future ATC system.
PlannedExperiments
The powered-lifttechnologyprogramincludesresearch in flight dynamics
as well as guidance and control systemsfor both military and civil short
field operations. This programwill provide the data base for flying
qualitiesdesign, approachand landingcriteria and landing field length
contributionsfor poweredlift aircraftconductingmilitary and civil
operations. The programalso includesguidanceconceptsthat provide fuel
efficientand noise minimumoperationof powered-liftaircraft. Both
ground based simulationand substantialflight researchon the QSRA will
provideexperimentalresultsthat will comprisethe criteriadata base.
r
The technicalobjectivesare:
r
a) Determinethe influenceof advancedpowered-liftcontrol
modes and display conceptson flying qualitiesthrough-
out the terminaloperatingarea.
b) Define approachand landingoperatingcriteria for
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advancedcontrols and displaysused for militaryand
civil STOL operations.
c) Determine contributions to the landing distance for the
STOLflare and landing.
d) Establish functional and performance requirements for
fuel efficient guidance and navigation systems, air
traffic control interface requirements, terminal area
operating procedures into an airport equipped with a
NLS system and the inter-relationships between the
aircraft and pilot for several levels of powered-lift
control modes.
e) Establish the control techniques and performance
characteristics for go-around of powered-lift STOL
aircraft.
COCKPITDESCRIPTION
General Layout
The QSRAcockpit arrangement is shown in Figure 4. Both the pilot and
copilot are provided with flight mode annunciators, color EADI displays and
horizontal situation displays. Tile mode select panel is centered for use
by both the pilot and copilot. A head-up display is provided for the pilot
only. The black and white multi-function (MFD) display is located to the
right of the pilot's EADI where it is viewable by both pilots. Each of the
pilots has a column and control wheel which provides a standard cable drive
to the elevator and aileron power control units as well as electrical force
signals to tile onboard digital computer to drive the attitude SAS. The
auto-power-lever servo select switch is located along with the side-arm
electric-power-lever select switch on tile eyebrow panel above the copilot.
USBand spoiler drives are armed through the flight control.panel on the
center console.
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The cockpit arrangementwill permit the developmentof two-pilot
operatingproceduresfor the powered-liftSTOL airplanesuch as are now
used by some airlinesfor flying Category II approaches. In such a
procedure,the copilot flies the approachusing his head down flight
director and raw data displays. Throughoutthe approach,there is
challengeand responsedialoguebetween the pilot and copilot. The pilot
monitors the approachand is responsiblefor acquiringthe runway visually
at or before decisionheight and then for taking controlof the airplane to
complete the landing. If the pilot does not take commandof the airplane
before it reachesthe decisionheight,the copilot flies the missed
approachprocedure.
Although it will be possible to developand evaluatethe two-pilot
proceduresfor the QSRA, the system does not have the redundancythat would
be requiredfor airlineoperationbecause the pilot and copilot EADIs are
driven by a common symbol generator. In order to providean emergency
backup capabilityfor instrumentmeteorologicalconditions(IMC) in the
event of failureof the digitalflight control system,a minimum set of
backup IFR instrumentsis installedin the copilot'spanel.
ElectronicAttitudeDirector Indicator
The QSRA digital avionicsEADI/HUD symbol generatorcontains three
displayoptions. The first option is the pitch attitudecentereddisplay
format that was used for the AugmentorWing EADI. The second option is the
flight path orienteddisplay formatwhich will be describedbelow. The
third option is a simplifiedversionof the secondoption for use on the
HUD. The second option will be used for the purposeof discussingthe
operationof the Mode Select Panel and the Flight Mode Annunciator.
Figure5 depictsthe flightpath orienteddisplay formatappropriateto
area navigationreferenceflight path trackingwhen the runway is in sight.
In the backgroundare the roll attitudescale marks ( l It11111 ! ) at
the top of the EADI and the pitch attitudemarks ( __ )
throughoutthe display. The roll attitudecursor is the symbol ( U ) and
pitch attitudecursor is the symbol (_ _). The USB flap
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configurationis indicatedby the flap symbolbelow the wings of the
pitch attitudesymbol (_ I_ ). The headingtape (080 lqO )
appearson the horizonalong with the headingreferencesymbol ( A ).
Calibratedairspeed is shown as a digitalreadout in the upper left
corner of the EADI. Radio altitude is displayeddigitallyin the upper
right corner provided the airplaneis below 762 m (2500 ft) above ground
level. The advisorymessage indicatoris shown in the upper center of
EADI. A red rectangleand the symbol W is displayedon the EADI and a W is
displayedon the HUD to direct the pilot'sattentionto the FMA status
panel warningmessage. An amber rectangleand the symbol,C, is displayed
on the EADI and the symbol,C, is displayedon the HUD to alert the pilot
to the presenceof a cautionmessageon the FMA status panel. The pilot
cancelswarningand cautionmessages by pressing the FMA lightedmessagef_
Ir IIs,ows
error from a referencepath generatedfrom MLS center line and glideslope
or by a referenceflight path stored in computermemory. A perspective
runway is shown in the center of Figure 5. The line at the beginningof
the perspectiverunway is the runway threshold. The 61 m (200 ft)
touchdownzone markers are shown beginning91 m (300 ft) from the
threshold.
The center of the circle of the flight path angle symbol ( -_ )
shows the tip of the airplanevelocityvector. The vertical displacement
of the symbol is based on an estimatedsinkrateand estimatedgroundspeed
provided navigationis availableand on estimatedsinkrateand airspeed if
navigationis not available. The sinkrateestimate is based on radio
altitudewhen the airplane is near touchdown,MLS derivedaltitudewhen the
airplane is in MLS coverage and barometricaltitudeotherwise. The lateral
displacementof the symbol is based on the availabilityof the sideslip
angle determinedfrom INS or F_LS. If neither INS nor MLS is available,the
flight path angle symbol is a single solid line ( ).
The speed error from the referencespeed is aisplayedon the left wing
f_
flight path angle symbol ( _ ). The power-leverdirectorof the
is displayedon the right wing of the flight path symbol ( -_ ).
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The top segmentsof the dashed line symbol ( .... ) show the
referenceglideslopeangle and the lower segmentsshow the downwardflight
path angle capabilitywhen the airplaneis within the MLS arm region.
Hormally,the referenceglideslopewill be -60 and the downward flight path
capabilitywill be -9o.
The verticalscale on the left side of the EADI displayand the
- associatedsymbolsprovidesafety margin information. The top of the scale
represents150% safetymargin, the center mark represents100% and the
bottom mark represents50% safetymargin. A value of 0% representsthe
safetymargin boundary and is not displayed. The current safetymargin
status is indicatedby the diamondsymbol (_) and the commandedsafety
margin is designatedby the half diamond symbol (>).
Two differentpitch and lateralflight directorsymbologyformatswere
consideredfor the EADI and HUD. The first of these consistsof separate,
disconnectedbars that cross when the airplane is trackingthe flight
directorreference;one for lateralmode directionand one for vertical
mode direction. The advantageof this format is that the bars are
completelyindependent;when all lateralmodes are off, the lateraln:ode
bar simply disappearsand when all verticalmodes are off, the vertical
mode bar disappears. The pilot is never presenteda nonfunctioning
directordisplay. The disadvantageof this format is the tendencyof the
two bars to obscureother displayelements near the center of the EADI and
HUD displays.
The second flight director format consistsof double arrow segments
( _ <_ ) which translateup and,down (I_ -- <-_I)
I i
f to providea pitch directorand rotates(_ _))
to providea roll or lateraldirector. When both lateraland vertical
flight director commandsare nulled, the flight director symbol is lined up
on the tip of the wings of the flight path angle symbol (_--__-_-])
The double arrow format has the advantage that it leaves the center of the
display uncluttered with director symbology. The disadvantage of the
double arrow display is that the pilot may conclude that both vertical and
lateral flight director commandsare being.provided when in fact one of the
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two commandsmay be inactive. With the advent of the color EADI display, a
means exists to indicate to the pilot that part of the flight director
symbology is not providing a command. The color code adopted here is that
when both lateral and vertical commandmodes are active, the double arrows
are colored pink. If only a lateral commandmode is active, the double
arrows are colored yellow and if only the vertical mode is active, the
arrows are colored white. The pilot is probably not going to remember the
meaning of the yellow or white colors but when he sees a change from pink,
he can quickly refer to the FMA to determine which mode is active and which
is not.
Because of the reduced clutter, the double arrow flight director is
adopted for the QSRAand it is this format of flight director symbology
that appears in Figure 5.
Still another type of symbology may be used as an aid to the pilot for
flyin_ a MLS precision approach. This is called the ghost airplane andT
appears on the EADI/HUDas a cross centered on a circle (_O--w).
Whenused, the ghost airplane symbol replaces the flight director
symbology. The ghost airplane perfectly flies the MLScenterline and
glideslope reference ahead of the actual airplane. The pilot task is to
center the tip of the airplane velocity vector on the ghost airplane in
which case the ghost airplane and the flight path angle symbol become
concentric (--_). The pilot can determine that the airplane is
within the acceptable approach tolerance if the wings of the ghost airplane
intersect the runway centerline.
The ghost airplane symbology described above will typically be used only A
for the MLS final approach. The two cue flight director symbology combined
with the path deviation box can be used for flying both FILSapproaches and
reference flight paths and will therefore be used in the description of the
NSP operations which follow.
MultifunctionDisplay
Figure 6 shows the black and white MultifunctionDisplay.(MFD)that is
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installedin the QSRA. Across the top of the MFD is a headingtape showin9
900 of the 3600 compass rose. The referenceheadingbug shows the MSP
setting selectedby the pilot. The magnetic heading is shown in the top
center window if the map is di,splayedcourse up. The top center window
shows course if the map is in headingup. The output of the time code
generatoris at the top to the right. Estimatedmean sea level (msl)
altitude appearsat the top to the left. The estimatedmsl altitude is
derivedfrom radio altitude beginningwhen the airplaneis determinedto be
over the STOLportrunway during a precisionapproach,from MLS azimuth,
elevationand DME beginningwhen the airplaneis in MLS coverageand from
the barometricaltimeterotherwise. Smooth transitionsare made from
barometricaltitude to MLS altitude,from MLS altitudeto radio altitude
and, at go around,from the current altitudereferenceback to barometric
altitude. The reversionto barometricaltitudeis completedby the time
the airplane has climbed throughan altitude incrementof 122 m (400 ft).
Navigationannunciationinformationis displayedjust below the heading
tape. The first column lists the sourcesof navigationinformation;INS
when the LTN-51 inertialnavigationsystem is selectedand SDN when the
strapdownverticalgyros are selected,MLS for microwavelanding system,
TAC for TACAN and VOR for very high frequencyomni range or ILS for
instrumentlandingsystem. These navigationsourcemnemonicsare displayed
at low intensityif the navaid is selectedat the MSP and are blank if the
navaid is not selectedat the MSP.
INS appearsin the top row if the INS is selectedat the MSP. Normally
the INS sensoroutput signalsare inputs to the Kalman filter. If INS is
not selected,the verticalgyro strapdownsensorswill be used as inputs to
the Kalman filter and SDN will appear on the MFD navigationannunciator.
The latitudeand longitudeestimatedpositioncoordinatesappear in the
top row of navigationannunciationfollowingINS or SDN. The pilot enters
latitudeand longitudecoordinatesprior to taxi and the navigationsystem
estimatorupdatesthe coordinatesduring taxi or flight. The Kalman filter
must have navigationsensor inputs to maintainan accurateaircraft
position estimate. If navigationsensor informationis interruptedor if
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the computeris powered down, the Kalman filter estimateof position is no
longervalid. Even without valid navigationinformationavailable,the
Kalman filter continuesto estimatethe aircraftpositionbased on INS if
INS is availableor on the strapdownvertical gyros and air data
informationif the INS is not available. The dead reckoningbeginswith
the loss of navaid signalsand is annunciatedby DR followedby the number
of minutes since dead reckoninghas begun as shown to the right on the top
line of navigationannunciation. Dead reckoningwith INS informationwill
providea good positionestimate for extendedperiodsof time but dead
reckoningposition based on strapdowninformationis probablynot reliable
after a few minutes of elapsed time.
Azimuth,DME and elevationcolumns are providedfor MLS, TACAN and
VOR/ILS. Entries in the TAC or VOR/ILScolumns show the stationmnemonic
for the navaidswhich are used to establishthe aircraftpositionon the
MFD map. Stationidentifiermnemonicsappears in any column where a signal
element is expected to exist. It is a pilot task to both enter the station
identifiermnemonic at the keyboard to locate the navaid properly in the
computercoordinatesystem and to tune the correspondingnavaid frequency
in the navigationreceiverheads. TACAN and VOR provideazimuth and DFIE
informationas shown in Figure 6. An ILS typicallyprovideslocalizerand
glideslopeinformationbut not DME. Some ILS systems in the United States
also includea co-locatedDFIEbut none of the ILS systemsin the area where
the QSRA will operate have co-locatedDMEs. Examplesof station identifier
mnemonicsare TNUQ for the FIoffettField TACAN, VSJC for the San Jose VOR
and ISJC for the San Jose Runway 30 Left ILS. The stationidentifier
mnemonicscan appear blinking (off-lowintensity-off....) or as low
intensitysolid lettersor as high intensitysolid letters. A blinking
stationidentifierindicateswhich navaid location is stored in the
computer and that the signal from the stationis not valid. A low
intensitysolid identifiermnemonicmeans that the signal is valid but not
used as an input to the Kalman filter. A high intensitysolid identifier
mnemonic means the signal is both valid and used as an input to the Kalman
filter.
Since only one MLS stationexists in the QSRA operatingarea, a station
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identifier is not used. Instead, the azimuth, DMEand elevation signals
appear at low intensity if the signal is valid but not used as an input to
the Kalman filter and at high intensity if the signals were used in the
last cycle of the Kalman filter computation. If any signal is not valid,
the corresponding space will be blank.
Map display features available on the MFDare shown in Figure 6.
Airportsymbols includingrunway numbersare provided. Terrainobstruction
symbolsare shown as a pictorialmountain and an associatedaltitude. The
aircraftsymbol not only locatesthe airplanerelativeto the map features
but also indicatesthe state of the Kalman filter. If the Kalman filter is
not activated,the last coordinatesin the computer locate a lenticular
aircraftposition symbol. If the Kalman filter is activatedbut not yet
converged,tileaircraftposition symbol is an isocelestrianglewhich
blinks on and off. If the Kalman filter is converged,the aircraft
trianglesymbol is solid at high intensity. When dead reckoningbegins,
the aircraft trianglesymbol pulses from high to low intensity. The map
can appear at three scales: 0.5 NM/inch, 1.5 NM/inch or 5 NM/inch. These
scales are selectable at the multifunction display control panel (MFDCP).
, The map can be oriented course up, heading up or north up. When in heading
up, the vector ahead of the airplane symbol shows the course. When the map
is oriented course up, the vector ahead of the airplane symbol indicates
the heading. A two segment trend vector also appears ahead of the
airplane. The tips of the two segments indicate where the airplane will be
pointed in 20 seconds and 40 seconds based on airplane bank angle. The
previous track of the airplane is shown with the history dots.
The MFD displays one of the four prestoredreferenceflight paths that
can be selectedat the MFDCP. Waypointsare designatedby the four pointed
star symbolsand an associatednumber. The waypoint towardswhich the
airplane is headed is designatedto the left of the MFD along with the
altitude of the waypoint and the time to the waypoint.
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HorizontalSituationIndicator
HorizontalSituationIndicator(HSI) is a conventionalelectromechanical
instrumentdisplaywhich has been modified for use with the QSRA digital
flightcontrolsystem. An annotatedview of the HSI is shown in Figure 7.
Operationof the HSI, which is summarizedbelow, is adaptedto the QSRA
from the STOLANDAugmentorWing Operatorsmanual,Reference12.
Heading
The headingcard continuouslyindicatesairplaneheadingas derived from
the existingcompass system on the aircraft. The headingwarning flag will
be in view if the heading informationis invalid.
Headin_ Select Pointer
This pointer indicates the heading selected by the pilot at the FISP anG
always reads the same as the digital heading select readout on the MSP.
Whenthe flight director modes are initially engaged, or when HDGHOLDis
selected, the heading select pointer and MSPheading select dislay will
initialize at the existing heading.
Course Select Pointer
This pointer indicatesthe course selectedby the pilot at the MSP and
always reads the same as the digitalcourse select readouton the MSP. In
the AREANAVmode, the course select pointer moves automatically to
continuously indicate the course of the reference flight path at any
instant.
BRGPointer 1 and DMEWindow 1
a) VOR selectedon HSI Switch No. 1
BRG Pointer 1 will show VOR bearingif valid. If not
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valid, the bearingpointerwill be parked at north.
DME window 1 will show DME range if it is valid and
if VOR is on at the MSP. Otherwise,the DME shutter
will be closed.
b) MLS Selected on HSI Switch No. 1
BRG Pointer1 will show MLS bearing (azimuthangle)
if valid. If not valid, the bearing pointerwill be
parked at north. DME Window i will show MLS range if
valid and if VOR is not on at the MSP. Otherwise,the
shutterwill be closea.
BRGPointer 2 and DMEWindow 2
a) TAC Selected on HSI Switch No. 2
BRG Pointer2 will show TAC bearing if it is valid.
If it is not valid, the bearingpointerwill be parked
at north. DME Window 2 will show TAC range if it is
valid. If TAC range is not valid, the shutterwill be
closed.
b) WPTSelected on HSI Switch No. 2
BRGPointer 2 shows bearing to the next waypoint if AREA
NAV is on at the MSP. Otherwise, the bearing pointer
will be parked at north. DMEWindow 2 shows the dis-
tance along the reference flight path to the next way-
point if AREANAV is on at the MSP. Otherwise, the
shutter will be closed.
To/From Indicator
The To/From Indicatoris biased out of view when no navaidsare selected
at the MSP. When a navaid is selected,it operates in the conventional
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manner. It indicatesTO (arrowin same directionas course select pointer)
if the angle betweenthe course select pointerand the bearingpointer for
the navaid in use is less than 90 degrees. It indicatesFROFI(arrowin
oppositedirectionto course select pointer)if this angle is greaterthan
90 degrees.
Course and VerticalDeviationIndicators(CDI and VDI)
a) If AREA NAV is on at the MSP and the pilot has
selectedthe point at which he wishes to enter a
referenceflight path, the CDI will show lateral
deviationfrom the flight path. When the Flight
Directorcapturesthe lateralflight path, the
VerticalDeviation Indicator(VDI) will show de-
viationfrom the verticalpath. The scalingsare
152 m (500 ft) per dot for lateraldeviationand
15 m (50 ft) per dot for verticaldeviation.
b) If TAC or VOR is on and AREA NAV is off at the MSP,
the CDI will show angulardeviationsfrom the radial
selectedat the FISPand displayedby the HSI course
pointer. The VDI will be out of view. The scaling
is the same as on a standardVOR or TAC CDI, approx-
mately + 10 degrees full scale (+ 2 dots).m
c) If ILS or MLS is on and AREA NAV is off at the MSP,
the CDI will indicatelocalizerdeviationfrom the
runway course selectedat the MSP. The VDI will
indicate glideslopedeviation.
d) In the ILS mode the CDI and VDI have standard °
scalingsof approximately_ 2 degreesfull scale
(+ 150_A = _ 2 dots) for the localizerand approx-
mately + 0.7 degree full scale (_ 150_A = _ 2 dots)
for the glideslope.
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In the MLS mode, the CDI is scaled the same as for ILS localizer
(t 2 degrees full scale). The VDI sensitivity is decreased linearly as the
glideslope reference angle is steepened. At any altitude on the
glideslope, this causes the VDI deviation to represent the same altitude
error from the glideslope as it would with a standard ILS glideslope,
independent of the glideslope reference angle in use. If a glideslope
reference of -2.8 degrees has been selected at the Keyboard, the VDI has
the same sensitivity as for an ILS glideslope. If the glideslope reference
is -6 degrees, the VDI corresponds to ± 1.5 degrees of glideslope deviation
full scale.
Course Deviation and Vertical Deviation Warning Flags
In the AREANAVmode, the course and vertical deviation warning flags
are biased out of view. In any other mode, the warning flags are keyed to
the selector switches on the HSI. If the course deviation is invalid for
both selected bearings, the course deviation warning flag will be in view.
If the course deviation is valid for either selected bearing, the course
deviation warning flag will be out of view.
The vertical deviation is keyed to selector switch 1 (MLS or VOR/ILS).
If the selected signal's vertical deviation is valid, the ve'rtical
deviation warning flags will be biased out of view.
Mode Select Panel and Flight Mode Annunciator Layout
The layout of the Mode Select Panel (MSP) and Flight Mode Annunciator
(FMA) is shown in Figure 8. The MSPincorporates relay held toggle
switches for engaging series attitude SAS servos, a power-lever servo, flap
arive servos and spoiler servos; push button switches for engaging a flight
director, a head-up display, a variety of speed, altitude and route modes
and a navigation system; liquid crystal reference windows and selectors for
speed, altitude and route; and alighted display dimming potentiometer.
The FNA incorporates four character liquid crystal displays to annunciate
arm and couple speed, vertical and lateral modes, a sixteen character
message panel and an acknowledge button.
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The MSP is partitioned into four sections. At the top of the left
section of the MSPare an ATTITUDErelay held toggle switch which engages
pitch, roll, and yaw series SAS servos; a LIFT/DRAG relay held toggle
switch which engages the auto-power-lever, USB flap drive and spoiler
drive; a lightedpushbuttonwhich engages the flight directordisplayon
the EADI and HUD, a lighted STBY ON switchwhich initializesmode logic, a
lightedHUD selectorswitch,a spare switchwhich is reservedfor future
use to couple mode logic to autopilotparallel servos (not presently
installed)and a rheostat for display night lighting. The pilot assist
sectioncontainsselectorknobs for settingspeed, flight path angle,
altitudeand heading referencewindowsand push buttons for selecting
flight referenceselect and hold, speed selectand hold, flight path angle
selectand hold, altitudeselect and hold and headingselect and hold. The
guidancesectioncontains selectorknobs for settingthe glideslope,course
and waypoint referencewindowsand push buttons for activatingTAcAN,
VOR/ILS,MLS and AREA NAV modes. A trajectorygenerator(TRAJ GEN) button
activatesthe onboardcomputer algorithmsfor calculatingminimum fuel
trajectories. LAT NAY activateslateralguidance,VERT NAV activates
verticalguidance,SPD PROF activatesstored or computed speed guidanceand
SPD CONF establishesa speed referenceas a functionof the USB flap
setting. The navigationsectioncontainsa lightedNAV START button for
initiatingconvergenceof the Kalman navigationfilterand buttonsfor
enablingTACAN, VOR/ILS,MLS or INS as navigationsourcesfor the Kalman
filter. The fastestrate of change of the referencesettingis obtainedby
pushing and rotating the setting knob.
FLIGHT CONTROLSYSTEMEXPERIMENTMODES
4
THE QSRAflight control system consists of pitch, roll and yaw SCAS; a
lateral flight director; a vertical and speed flight director and vertical
and speed SCAS. Five vertical and speed modes are planned for tile QSRA: a
flight director mode, designated Mode 0 (meaning that all vertical and
speed SCASmodes are off), which is used in conjunction with pitch, roll
and yaw attitude SCASand manual manipulation of power-levers, flaps and
spoilers; a manual mode, designated Mode M, which is the same as Mode 0
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except that the pilot uses a singleelectric power-leverfor thrust
control; a frontsidemode, designatedMode F, which providesa pitch flight
directorwith the SCAS drivingthe electricpower-lever,USB flaps and
spoilerservos;a cruise mode, designatedMode C, which providesa pitch
flight directorwith the SCAS providingthrust control;and finally,a
backsidemode, designatedMode B, which providesboth flightdirector and
SCAS commandsto the USB and spoilerservos.
?
The terms frontsideand backside refer to the frontsideand backsideof
the airplane power requiredcurve. In the contextused here, a frontside
controltechniquemeans that flight path correctionsare most effectively
made with the controlcolumn/elevatorand speed correctionsare made with
power-lever. This is the controltechniquecommonly used for flying a jet
transportboth in high speed cruise and during an ILS approach. When an
airplane slows to speeds below the minimum drag speed, i.e., the speed for
which the sum of induceddrag and parasitedrag is a minimum, tile
effectivenessof the controlschanges. During cruise, the powered-lift
STOL airplane is effectivelya jet transportand thereforeis a frontside
airplane. But at low approachspeeds,the powered-liftSTOL airplane
operateson the backsideof the power requiredcurve. Reference11 shows
that for such backsideoperation,the most effectivecontrol for changing
flight path is the power-leverto adjust thrust level and the most
effectivecontrolof speed is the controlcolumn/elevator.
The discussion of the SCASand flight director modes begins with the
pitch attitude SCAS.
Pitch Stability and CommandAugmentation System
The QSRAhas two separate pitch stability and commandaugmentation system
• (SCAS) options. The first of these is the system that was installed when
tile airplane was built and is turned on through a center console panel.
This system will not be used in combination with the flight path-speed
SCAS, but may be engaged at the pilot's discretion for use with the flight
director system to be described later.
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The SCASuses control laws which are described below and is activated
with the ATTITUDEswitch on the MSP. An engineering block diagram of the
pitch rate-attitude hold system, adapted from the Augmentor Wing Jet STOL
Research Airplane (AWJSRA), is shown in Figure 9. This is the system that
will be engaged any time the flight path-speed SCASis engaged (i.e., any
time the LIFT/DRAG switch on the MSPis engaged).
As shown in Figure 9, attitude stablization is accomplished through
attitude feedback used to provide suitable closed loop stability. Rate
co_ands are generated in the feed-forward paths in response to column
force from a wheel hub mounted electrical transducer. A feed-forward
signal is supplied for forces above + 8.9 N (2.0 Ib) provided the wheel
force does not exceed ± 186.8 N (42 Ib) for more than 1.5 seconds to cause
a disconnect. Gain scheduling, as a function of dynamic pressure,
maintains a relatively constant total loop gain over the aircraft's flight
envelope; gain scheduling of the column force command, as an inverse
function of airspeed, maintains a relatively constant relationship of
column force to normal load factor over the envelope. With the attitude
switch selected and the column force less than ± 8.9 N (2.0 Ib), an
automatic trim system offloads the pitch series servo. When the ATTITUDE
switch on the rasp is engaged, the pilot's coolie-hat trim button on the
wheel is disabled. A more complete description of the pitch rate-attitude
hold system as it applied to the Augmentor Wing airplane is contained in
Reference 14.
The LIFT/DRAG and ATTITUDEswitches on the MSPare interlocked so that
if both switches are engaged and the AT_,TUDE switch drops, due to an
attitude SCASdisconnect, the LIFT/DRAG switch will also disconnect. This
procedure avoids the situation where speed or path stabilization is
attempted without adequate inner loop attitude stabilization being
available. On the other hand, failure of some part of the SCASsystem,
which is activated with the LIFT/DRAG switch, does not create a hazardous
condition and consequently dropping the LIFT/DRAG switch does not drop the
ATTITUDE switch.
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Roll and Yaw Stabilityand CommandAugmentationSystem
Lateral-directionalstabilizationand commandaugmentationare provided by
a SCAS conceptthat includesroll rate-command-bank-angle-holdin the
lateralaxis in combinationwith Dutch-rollmode augmentationand sideslip
suppressionin the yaw axis. Block diagramsof this SCAS conceptare shown
in Figures 10 and 11. For the roll SCAS (Figure10) bank-anglestabiliza-
tion is accomplishedthrough the roll-attitudefeedbackand roll-rate
feedbackis used to augmentclosed-loopstabililty. Roll-ratecommandis
generatedin the integralfeed-forwardpath in responseto wheel position.
The use of a wheel force commandinput was rejectedsince the lateral
control feel system force detent was insufficientto isolatethe pilot's
controlwheel from force feedbackfrom the lateralSAS actuator. The yaw
SAS is shown in Figure 11. In this system,lateralaccelerationfeedback
increasesthe frequencyof the Dutch-rollmode and feedbackof washed-out
yaw rate and bank angle increasesthe dampingratio of this mode. Turn
coordinationis providedby bank-anglefeedbackin the steady state. Yaw
SAS authorityis t 100 of rudder for this system. The system described
above is taken intact from the AugmentorWing airplane. The system
description is reported in Reference 14.
Tile roll and yaw SCASsystem is engaged, along with the pitch SCAS,
through the ATTITUDErelay held switch on the MSP.
LateralFlight Director
The QSRAlateral flight director operates like a conventional flight
director for a CTOLjet transport. Two different formats can be programmed
" for the QSRAEADI: a vertical bar which moves right or left in tile EADI|
display ( I ) or a format consisting of two arrows directed to the center
of the display which rotate to provide a command (#_ --_).
i
Since the MSPlogic normally presents both a roll and pitch mode when the
flight director is turned on, the second format is adopted for all flight
director functional descriptions which follow. Regardless of which format
is used, the pilot must maneuver tile airplane to null the director and in
so doing, the airplane assumes the correct roll attitude to track the
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reference.
A block diagram of the flight director system appears in Figure 12.
This is the same system that was employed for the Augmentor Wing airplane:
the diagram is taken from Reference 15. Commandguidance signals, in the
form of lateral position error and lateral rate error are generated for six
lateral reference modes that can be selected at the MSP: heading hold (HDG
HOLD) or select (HDGSEL), TACANcourse (TAC), VORcourse (VOR), ILS lo-
calizer, MLScenterline, or stored and computed area navigation track (AREA
NAV). To avoid abrupt bank angle overshoot maneuvers, a turn prediction
term is used to lead heading changes. In addition, inner loop stabili-
zation is provided through bank angle and roll rate feedback terms.
Mode 0 - Flight Director Only
The most general of the flight path-speed flight director laws to be
flown on the QSRAis shown as a block diagram in Figure 13 and is
designated Mode 0 meaning the SCASis turned off. The left side of Figure
13 shows the references that the pilot establishes with the MSPselector
knobs and reference windows and then selects with the push button switches.
Figure 13 also shows the feedforward gains from the references to the
blending coefficients, the blending coefficients CI through C4, the
feedbacks and associated gains, the limiters and the commandbar drive
signals.
There are four possible speed references which are generally labeled
VseI in Figure 13. These are flight reference hold (FR HOLD) or select
(FR SEL), speed hold (SPD HOLD) or select (SPD SEL), a speed profile
(SPD PROF) either stored in computer memory or computed in association with
area navigation and speed configuration (SPD CONF)where the speed
reference is a function of flap setting. There are five possible flight
path and altitude references which are designated THTCOMin Figure 13.
These are: flight path angle hold (FPA HOLD) or select (FPA SEL), altitude
hold (ALT HOLD) or select (ALT SEL), instrument landing system glideslope
(ILS), microwave landing system glideslope (MLS) and a vertical profile
associated with an area navigation route which may either be stored in
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computer memory or determined onboard as part of an energy management
synthesis computation and which is activated with the VERTNAVbutton.
The pitch flight indicatorbar (I_ <z_) is driven vertically
by a speed referencethrougha blendingcoefficient,C1, and is summedwith
a flightpath referencethroughanother blendingcoefficient,C2, along
with pitch and pitch rate inner loop feedbacksignals. The blending
, coefficientsvary from 0 to 1 as a functionof outboardflap and USB flap
settings. When the airplaneis in the flaps up configuration,it behaves,
as noted earlier,like a CTOL transportoperatingon the frontsideof the
power curve. In this case, the path referencealone drives the pitch
flightdirectorbar because C2 is unity and €1 is zero. When both the
outboardflaps and the USB flaps are fully extended,the airplane is fully
convertedto backsideoperationwhere speed control is accomplishedthrough
the elevatorcontrollingpitch. In this case, C1 is unity and C2 is zero.
During the transititionfrom frontsideto backside,both blending
coefficientsare non-zeroand the pitch flight directorbar is drivenwith
a linearcombinationof speed and path references.
Similarly, the power-lever director, the bar which emerges from the
ri9ht wing of the velocity vector symbol ( -_ ), is driven through
the C3 and C4 blending coefficients as a linear combination of speed and
path references. When operating frontside, the power-lever flight director
bar is driven by the speed reference. Whenoperating backside, the
power-lever flight director bar is driven by the path reference.
The pitch flightdirector bar is driven not only by the speed and path
referencesthrough the C1 and C2 blendingcoefficients,but is also always
- driven in responseto pitch and pitch rate feedbackterms for stability.
The power-leverbar is drivenby both speed and path commands throughthe
. blendingcoefficientsC3 and C4 as well as a combinationof engine RPM and
power-leverpositionfeedback throughwashout transferfunctions.
Limitersare placed on the drive signalsto both the pitch flight
directorbar and the power-leverdirectorbar. Two limitingconditionsare
imposed. Pitch attitudecommand is not to exceed t 15 degreesand the
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pitch bar will not commanda flight path angle greater than ± 5 degrees
away from the current referencepath. The philosophyfor limitingthe
flightdirector bar is based on the work describedin Reference15.
Mode M - Manual - Electric Power Lever
Figure 14 is a block diagram of the flight director system and
electric-power-leversystem when Mode M is engaged. The pilot controls
engineRPM using a single handle locatedconvenientto his right hand.
When in operation,the electric-power-leverhandle provides an electrical
command signal to the power-leverservo. When not in use, the handle and
its mounting arm swings back out of the way.
The block diagram at the bottom of Figure 14 describesthe
electric-power-leversystem. Commandedthrust from the power-lever
proportionalsensor,Mach number,the atmospherictemperatureratio (e2)
and the atmosphericpressure ratio ( SAMB) are entries to a computer stored
table from which is read an estimateof desiredstage 2 RPM, N2. This
estimatedRPM is convertedto a power-leverpositioncommand throug_a
stored scheduleof RPM versus N2. EstimatedRPM is then differencedwith
the trim positionof power-leverderivedthroughthe RPM to N2 scheduleas
applied to measured N2. The differencebetweenpower-leverhandle position
commandedfrom N2 command and handle positionderivedfrom actual RPM is
passedthrough a gain and summedwith the commandpower-leverposition to
form the command for the servo inner loop. Average power-leverhandle
position,_T , and power-leverhandle rate feedbacksare summedwith theAVE
command for the servo inner loop to form a drive signal for the servo which
in turn drives the four controlcables to the engine fuel controls.
The Mode FIpitch flight directorbar is driven just as for Mode O. The
power-leverdirector commandsignalsare also the same as for Mode O.
However, the signal into washout 2 comes from the electric-power-lever
command rather than from the power-leverhandle positionpickoff.
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Mode F - Frontside Path/Speed
The engineeringblock diagram for Mode F, the frontsidemode, is shown
in Figure 15. This mode provides flightpath-airspeedstabilizationand
controlaugmentationfrom outboardflap deploymentthrough the STOL
approach. The frontsidemode utilizes USB flaps, DLC spoilersand
power-leversto provideflightpathcommand,airspeed stabilizationand
thrust command. The frontsidemode requiresoutboard flaps to be deployed
and airspeedsto be below about 120 knots. The system operates
conceptuallyby generatingcommandsfor the appropriatecontrols that will
produceaccelerationin the longitudinaland verticalaxes as requiredto
achieve the command flightpathangle and airspeed. The controlcommands
are computed by solvingthe non-linearmultivariableaerodynamicex-
pressionsthat relate accelerations(or aerodynamiccoefficients)to
control positions.
Figure 15 shows the flightpath and airspeed commandstructure for the
frontside mode. This structure accepts commandinputs from the pitch
attitude SAS (8c) and from the MSPairspeed reference (VsEL).and combines
these inputs with complementary filtered vertical velocity (hc), calibrated
and true airspeed (Vc and VT), bank angle, thrust commandand computed
(CLscAS ) forgross weight to derive lift and drag coefficients and CDscAS
inputs to the appropriatecontrolmodes.
The frontside flightpath SCASuses the CLscAs and CDscAS inputs as well
as commandedangle of attack ( o(c) to compute USBflap and thrust commands
from tabular relationships. Commandedangle of attack is derived as shown
in Figure 15 from commandedpitch attitude and computed flightpath angle.
An angle of attack bias is included that can be driven manually from the
pitch trim bias (BT) or computed elsewhere in the control program. The
thrust commandalso provides an input to the DLC spoilers through a washout
filter. Spoiler bias is determined by USBflap position. The flight
director associated with the frontside mode, shown at the top of Figure 15,
uses flight path angle or altitude commandsfrom the MSPselected vertical
mode functions along with pitch attitude and pitch rate feedback to drive
the pitch flight director bar. Since the augmented airplane effectively
flies as a frontside vehicle at all times, there is no need to introduce
the blending coefficients. Power-lever servo error is displayed to the
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pilot with the bar symbol locatedon the right wing of the aircraft
velocityvector symbol.
Mode C - Cruise Path/Speed
The engineeringblock diagram for the cruisemode is shown in Figure 16.
The auto-power-leverlogic shown in the lower half of Figure 16 provides
speed stabilizationduring cruise flight. The auto-power-levermode drives
the power-leverto stabilizethe aircraftduring flaps-upcruise flight
above the outboard flap placard speed of 120 knots. This systemoperates
conceptuallyby generatingcommandsfor the power-leversystem that will
produceaccelerationin the longitudinalaxis as required to achievethe
commandedairspeed. As describedfor the frontsidemode, the power-lever
servo command is computedby solvingthe non-linearmultivariable
aerodynamicexpressionthat relatesaccelerationto controlposition.
Since thrust control is required,a thrust commandsystem is providedto
drive the power-leverservo system.
A comparisonof Figures 15 and 16 shows that the method of generating
the desireddrag coefficient(CDscAS) is the same for the cruise mode as
for the frontsidemode. The cruise flight auto-power-leverlogic defines
thrust commands from CDscAS , _C' outboard flap ( B FC) and calibrated
airspeed (Vc) inputs. A tabular relationshipbetweenthese variablesis
used to solve for the thrust command. The thrust command system accepts an
input from the airspeedSCAS computation(TG ) and processesthisSCAS
signal to drive the cables to the four engine fuel controlsas described
for Mode M.
The flight director block diagrams for the cruise and frontside modes
are identical.
Mode B - Backside Path/Speed
The engineeringblock diagram for Mode B, the backsidemode, is shown in
Figure 17. This mode providesspeed stabilizationduring the approach
using USB flaps after both the outboard flaps and the USB flaps have been
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deployedto initiatethe approach.
This system operates conceptually by generating commandsfor the
appropriate controls that will produce accelerations in the longitudinal
axes as required to achieve the airspeed. As for both the frontside and
cruisemodes, the controlcommands are computedby solvingthe non-linear
multivariableaerodynamicexpressionsthat relate accelerations(or
aerodynamiccoefficients)to control positions. The aerodynamic
relationshipsare in tabular form as a functionof severalvariables. The
backsideairspeedstabilityaugmentationsystem computes USB flap commands
based on CD and CT inputs. Figure 17 shows that a pitch command fromSCAS
the column force sensor is summedwith a nominalflight path angle,
_ANOM ' which is set by the pilot at the MSP. The sum is then resolved
into the stabilityaxis where it is added to filteredand integrated
velocity error, scaledand finallysummed with mass flow rate to generate
the demand drag coefficient,CDscAS This demand drag coefficientis one
entry to the tabular relationshipwhich generatesthe USB flap (SUSB)
command. The nominal gross thrust is scaledto provide the other entry to
the table. The commandto the USB servo is formed as the table output
( 8USBcMD) minus the USB settingestablishedby the pilot throughthe
cockpit USB selectorand power-levermounted beep switch. Deploymentof
the USB's producesboth lift and drag changes. To obtain a pure drag force
requiresthat the lift componentbe canceledand this is accomplishedby a
USB to spoilercrossfeedthrougha washout. Also drivingthe spoilersare
a direct lift control input ( 8SPDLC ) and a washed out averagethrottle
handle position. The upper portionof Figure 17 shows the flight director
for the backsidemode. The control law drivingthe pitch flight director
bar is the same as for the Mode 0 flight director. The blending
coefficients are retained to help the pilot transition onto the glideslope
in the backside mode. The power-lever director is driven only as if the
. airplane is operating backside. Thus the gain, kTHTBS, is the same as if
C3 were zero and C4 were unity.
Path-Speed Mode Selection
Figure 18 is a computerflow chart of the logic for selectionof the
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logic for selectionof the path-speedmodes. The logic paths provide
either an all-modes-offconditionor one of the five modes previously
described. In some cases, only part of the conditionsfor establishinga
mode may be met. In such cases, a message is providedto the pilot to
alert him that the setup is incomplete.
MODESELECTPANELAND FLIGHT MODEANNUNICATOROPERATION
Organization of MSPProcedures
The remainder of the report is devoted to step by step operating
procedures for the MSPand FMAin terms of action taken by the pilot and
response from the system. The start-up procedure is presented first and
then followed by the pilot assist modes and the guidance modes.
Start-Up Procedure
Power Up
Action System Response
Power-up at the The EADI displays the airplane symbol, the
circuit breaker horizon and associated heading tape, the
panel heading reference symbol for the heading
last set at the MSP, the pitch and roll
scales, the radio altitude, the flap status
symbol and the airspeed. For airspeeds
below 30 knots, the airspeed registers 30
knots.
The pilot will select either the vertical
(strapdown)9Yros or INS attitude indica-
tions as the sourceof attitude informa-
tion for the EADI and HUD. The selector is
locatedadjacent to the pilot'sEADI as shown
in Figure 5.
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The MSPwindows show the reference values
previously stored in the computer. These
reference windows can be reset by the pilot
using the selector knobs on the MSP. All
windows in the FMAwill be blank.
The r,IFDCPlighted buttons indicate the map
selection and scale that were last in com-
puter memory. The MFDdisplays the pre-
viously stored map selection (MFDi or MFD2
or MFD3), location, orientation and scale;
the navigation annunciation information;
the altitude; the heading tape; heading
reference symbol; course or heading in the
center window depending on whether heading-
up or course-up is selected at the MFDCP
time code; and selected reference flight
path. The aircraft position stored in
computer memory is displayed with a lenticu-
lar symbol if navigation has not been start-
ed or an isoceles triangle if the Kalman
filter navigation is active.
Navigation
Prior to pushingNAV START, the pilot must select stationidentifier
mnemonicsthroughthe keyboard,tune the navigationreceiversand either
activate the INS or choose to use the verticalgyros in place of INS. The
pilot will be able to determinethe navigationstatus from the annunciation
data availableon the MFD. There are two start modes: a ground start is
initiatedif the airplane nose gear squat switch is closed and an air start
is initiatedif tilenose gear squat switch is open. The ground start will
be assumedto take place on either the Ames ResearchCenter ramp or near
the Crows LandingNALF refuelingarea. A local TACAN navigationaid will
be establishedthrougha tuned channeland an associatedcomputer location
mnemonic. When the pilot selectsTNU, the status panel will displayTNUQ =
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C123, the latitudeand longitudecoordinatesof the Moffett Field TACAN
will be stored for use in determiningnavigationgeometry and the initial
INS latitudeand longitudesurvey point coordinatesfor the Ames Research
Center ramp will be stored. The pilot must enter incrementsparalleland
perpendicularto the runway to locate the airplane relativeto the ramp
latitudeand longitudesurvey point. A similarprocedurewill be used at
Crows Landingwhere the INS referencepoint is by the refuelingpit. The
navigationstation identifiermnemonic is enteredas TNR and read on the
statuspanel as TNRC = 39. The Crows LandingTACAN latitude and longitude
are stored in memory. With both navaid and INS available,a bias
correctionto the TACAN signal can be estimatedto improveposition
determinationduring the subsequentflight.
The air start mode will only be initiatedif the pilot perceivesthat a
gross error has developedin the Kalman filter navigator. Pushing the NAY
START button when the airplane is airbornewill cause the Kalman filter to
begin convergencebased on position data from the best navigationsource
available: first MLS, then TACAN or, finally,VOR.
Action System Response
Push NAV START The START portionof the NAV START switch
to ON lights and the TAC, VOR/ILS,MLS and INS
buttons are enabledindependentof the STBY
switch state. The navigationsystem Kalman
filter convergencebegins if the INS is active
or if a navaid and the strapdownsensorsare
active. The isocelestriangle symbol appears
on the MFD and blinks on and off to show that
filter convergenceis in progress. VJhenINS
is used, the Kalman filter employs all valid
navigationsignals to estimate aircraft posi-
tion and, if the airplane is at a known ground
location,can compare known latitudeand long-
itude position informationwith the navaid
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derivedpositionto establishthe navaid bias
for futureuse. Convergencecan take place
using only INS if no navaidsare valid. If
the strapdowngyros are used, MLS or TACAN
or VOR/DMEmust be valid for convergenceto
begin. At the end of a convergencetime
period of 60 secondsor when a velocitychange
is detected,the Kalman filter switchesinto
the navigatemode and providesa continuous
estimate of aircraftposition. The aircraft
isocelestriangle symbolbecomes solid at
high intensity.
If ti_e airplane is airborne, when the NAV
STARTbutton is pushed, the starting loca-
tion can be determined only from navaid
inputs. Therefore, the starting location
is not likely to be as accurately known for
an air start as for a ground start where the
initial location can be established from sur-
vey points.
Should all navigation inputs to the system be-
come invalid, the Kalman filter provides a
dead reckoning estimate of position usin_
INS or strapdown sensor information. The
pilot is advised of the beginning of dead !_
reckoningby the cautionmessage,DEAD
. RECKONING,on the FMAmessage panel. The MFD
aircraft position symbol pulses from low to
high intensity and the symbol DR is displayed
along with the time in minutes since dead
reckoning began. The pilot is free to make a
judgment about the validity of the aircraft
position estimate. The estimate can be
trusted for a considerable period of time if
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it is based on INS data. But if the dead
reckoningestimateis based on strapdown
gyros, the positionestimate is probably
unreliableafter two minutes. When a
navigationinput again becomes available,
the Kalman filter estimatesthe aircraft
position,the dead reckoningannunication
on the MFD disappearsand the aircraft
positiontrianglebecomes solid.
Push NAV START The NAV START button annunicationlight
from ON to OFF goes off and the MFD displaysa lenticu-
lar aircraft symbol based on the last
positionestimateavailable.
StandbySwitch
The standby (STBY-ON)switch providesa method for initiatingand
enablingflight directormodes, SCAS modes, time constants,washoutsand
all MSP referencewindows. All other functionsare enabledwhen the power
is turned on at the circuitbreakerpanel or when the NAV START button is
pushed.
Action System Response
Push STBY to ON The ON portionof the STBY-ON switch lights
and the MSP windows show engage values of the
airplane state for SPEED, FPA, ALT, HDG and
CRS. The G/S window shows the last stored
value (nominally-6o). WPT shows the last
waypoint number stored in memory. The dis-
play elementsof the EADI shown in Figure 5
that were not turned on with power initia-
tion are now enabledand will appear as
subsequentFISPmodes are selected. Speci-
fically, the flight path angle bar appears
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if the navigationfilter needed to establish
a sinkrateestimateis converged. The flight
path angle bar shows aerodynamicflight path
angle if only airspeed is availableor
inertialflight path angle if either INS or
" MLS is available. The safetymargin display
elements,pitch, roll and speed director bars,
- the perspectiverunway,the path deviation
bar, the glideslopereferenceand downward
flight path angle capabilityare enabled.
Flight Directorand Head-UpDisplay
Both the flight directorand the head-up displayare driven from the
symbol generatoras shown in Figure 19. The symbol generatorhas two
softwareoutput formats:for a HUD and for the pilot and copilotEADI's.
In a typicalairline transportcockpit,the pilot and copilot displaysare
driven by independentsensorsand command logic to providecontrol system
redundancy. Separateswitchesare providedto turn on the pilot and
copilotflight directorsand these switchesare typicallylabeledFD1 and
FD2. The QSRA researchsystem has only a singlecomplementof sensorsand
a single computer so it is necessaryto drive both EADI and HUD flight
directorswith the same format. The essentialdifferencebetweenthe HUD
and EADI formatsis the number of displayelements. The HUD has
considerablyfewer elements than tileEADI. The same formatsmust appear on
both of the EADI displayunits. Therefore,only a single switch,labeled
FD1, is used to turn on the flight director.
Action System Response
FDI from OFF to The MSP FDI button shows ON. The engage
ON values of headingand flight path angle appear
in the NSP referencewindowswhen the flight
director switch is turned on. The EADI/HUD
shows the heading referencesymbol ( A )
on the horizonheadingtape. The flight
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directorsymbol (c:::> _ ) appears
pink on the EADI/HUDand is referencedto
the MSP headingand flight path angles.
For SCAS modes O, M and B, the flight path
angle may also be the referencefor the
power-leverdirectorbar locatedon the
right wing of the velocityvector symbol
( --_ ) if the USB flaps are ex-
tended. The F_A shows ,I FPA HDGI oI
The power-leverdirectordoes not appear until
the pilot selectsa speed referencefor
frontsideoperationor a path referencefor
backsideoperation.
FD1 from ON to TileMSP FD1 button light is off. All flight
OFF directorfunctionsare removed from the EADI/
HUD.
HUD from OFF to The MSP HUD annunciatorlight is ON. The
ON aircraftsymbologyand attitude symbology
appear and are driven from strapdowngyros
or from INS attitudesensorsdependingon
which is selectedby the pilot. Symbology
under softwarecontrol appearson the HUD.
For example,a flight director symbol will
appear if and only if the flight director
switch (FDI) is on.
HUD from ON to The MSP HUD button light is off. All
OFF displaysymbologyis removedfrom the
HUD.
Pilot Assist Modes
This sectioncontains selectionproceduresand annunicationfor six
pilot assist modes. The pilot assist modes consistof one lateralmode,
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headinghold and select (HDGHOLD & SEL); two verticalmodes, flight path
hold and select (FPAHOLD & SEL) and altitude hold and select (ALT HOLD &
SEL); and three speed modes, speed hold and select (SPD HOLD & SEL), flight
referencehold and select (FR HOLD & SEL) and speed configuration(SPD
CONF).
LateralMode - Heading
As previouslydescribed,the headinghold flight directormode is
automaticallyengagedwhen the FD1 button shown in Figure 8 is pushed. The
headinghold mode describedbelow is activatedeither by the FD1 button or
by pilot selectionof headinghold to replaceone of the other lateral
modes which may have previouslybeen in operation.
Action System Response
Push HDGHOLDto The MSPHDGwindow shows the heading of the
ON airplane when the HDGHOLDbutton was pushed.
The EADI/HUD shows the heading reference
symbol ( A ) on the horizon heading tape.
The lateral flight director symbol
(_zz> cz]_) is referencedto the
MSP headingwindow setting. If both a
lateraland verticalmode are active,the
flight director symbol is colored pink.
If only the lateralmode is active, the
flight director symbol is coloredyellow.
The FFIAshows[ HDG J if only the
lateralmode is active.
Push HDGHOLD The MSPHDGwindow does not change. The
from ON to OFF EADI/HUDbug ( A ) does not change, The
lateral flight director symbol disappears if
all vertical flight director references are
off or becomes white and is oriented paral-
lel to the airplane velocity vector
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symbol ( ----(_ ) if a vertical flight
directormode is active. The lateralmode
annunciationis deletedfrom the FMA.
Set the HDG The MSP HDG window shows the slew knob window
and setting. Upon pushingHDG SEL, the FMA
push HDGSEL shows I HDGI . The lateral flight
(HDGHOLD is OFF) director symbol (Iczzz> _-----_)on the
| I
EADI/HUDprovidesguidancecommand to the
pilot. When the airplane is within 2 degrees
of the window setting,the FMA shows
•I HDGI. The flightdirector
symbol providesguidanceto the MSP HDG
window value. While in HDG SEL, the
pilot may change the FISPwindow setting
using the HDG knob. Guidance is then to the
new window setting.
With HDG HOLD The MSP HDG window shows the slew switch
ON, set the HDG setting. If the setting is differentthan
window and push the airplaneheading,the window blinks un-
HDG SEL til HDG HOLD is achieved. Upon pushing
HDGSEL, the FMAshows I HDGJ,
The lateral flight director symbol
(_[ZZZ> <CZZ]I) on the EADI/HUD provides
commandto the pilot referencedto the MSP
HDG window. When the airplaneheading is
within 2 degreesof the window setting,
the FMA shows i HDGI
With HDG HOLD ON The FMA continuesto show _I HDG I,
set the HDG window If the HDG window is differentthan the ex-
existing referencevalue, the window will
blink on and off. If the pilot pushes
HDG HOLD OFF and ON, the MSP HDG window will
become solid and will show the aircrafthead-
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ing at the time the HDG button was pushedON.
With HDG SEL The FMA switches from J HDGJ to
L I
oc. e, I . oIw enJ
HDG HOLD The MSP HDG window stops blinking and shows
the headingof the airplanewhen the HDG HOLD
button was pushed. The EADI/HUDheading
referencesymbol ( A ) jumps to the window
setting. The lateralmode flight director
symbol is referencedto the MSP HDG window
setting.
Push HDGSEL The MSPHDGwindow is solid at the airplane
from ON to OFF heading when the HDGSEL button was pushed.
The EADI/HUDheading bug ( A ) moves to
the MSPHDGwindow setting. The lateral
flight director symbol (_Iz_ <z_))
is referencedto the MSP HDG window setting
and the FMA showsI HDG] "
Vertical Modes - Flight Path Angle and Altitude
The flight path angle hold mode described below is activated either by
the FDI button on the MSPor by pilot selection of flight path angle hold
to replace a previously active vertical mode. The flight path angle select
and the altitude hold and select modes are only invoked by pilot selection.
The flight director features activated by the vertical mode selection may
appear on the pitch flight director or on the power-lever director
depending on which of the possible flight director or SCASmodes is active
and where appropriate, also depending on the USBflap setting, The system
. responsesdescribedbelow will cover all the possibilitiesof flight
directorand SCAS modes.
Action System Response
Push FPA HOLDON The MSPFPA window shows the flight path angle
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of the airplanewhen the FPA HOLD button was
pushed. The EADI/HUDvertical flight di-
rector symbol (IZ:zZ> <zzzlI)provides
guidance referencedto the FPA window s_tting
for modes F and C. If modes O, M or B are
active, the MSP FPA window providesthe
referencefor the pitch or power-lever
directorsdependingon the USB flap setting.
The EADI pitch directorsymbol will be pink
if a lateralmode is also active or white if
only the verticalmode is active. The FMA
sh°wsl FPA I"
Push FPA HOLD The MSP FMA window does not change.
from ON to OFF The EADI/HUDverticalmode symbolwill
disappearfor Modes C and F if no lateralmode
is active or will rotate centered on the tip
of the aircraft velocityvector (see
Figure 5) if a lateralmode is active. In
the latter case, the EADI lateralflight di-
rector symbolwill be coloredyellow. If
modes O, M or B are active, the vertical
referencefor the pitch and power lever
directorsis eliminatedbut the pitch di-
rector symbol may remainactive for speed
guidancedependingon the USB flap setting.
If the pitch director is active for par-
tiallybackside speed guidance,the power
lever bar will also appear on the right
wing of the aircraft velocityvector sym-
bol. The verticalmode FMA windows are
blank.
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Set the FPA The MSPFPA window shows the slew switch
window and push setting. Upon pushing FPA SEL, the FMA
FPA SEL (FPA shows I FPA I" The EADI/HUD verti-
HOLD is OFF) cal flight{directorrsymbol (Ic_ <__I)4
providesguidance referencedto the FPA window
setting for Modes F and C. If modes O, M or D
are active,the MSP FPA window providesthe
referencefor the pitch or power-lever
directorsdependingon the USB flap setting.
The EADI pitch director symbolwill be
pink if a lateralmode is active. When
the airplaneFPA is within 0.20 of the se-
lected angle, FPA SEL converts to FPA HOLD
and the FMA shows FPA I" While inI
, hthe FPA SEL the dlot may c ange the NSP
window settingusing the FPA knob. Guid-
ance is then to the new window setting.
With FPA HOLD ON, The MSP FPA window shows the slew knob
set the FPA win- setting. If the settingis different
dow and push FPA than the previoushold referencevalue,
SEL the MSP FPA window blinks on and off un-
til FPA HOLD is again achieved. Upon
FPA SEL, the FMA showsI FPA ]pushing
The EADI/HUDvertical flight director symbol
(Izzzz> <zzz]I) provides guidance
referenced to the MSPFPA window setting for
modes F and C. If modes O, M or B are active,
the MSPFPA window provides the reference for
the pitch or power-lever director depending on
o the USB flap setting. The EADI pitch director
will be pink if a lateralmode is also active
or white if only the verticalmode is active.
When the airplaneFPA is within 0.20 of the
selectedangle, FPA SEL reverts to FPA HOLD,
the MSP FPA window stops blinkingto become
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solid and the FMAshows]'_ FPA 1. WhileI
in the FPA SEL, the pilot may change tF,e MSP
window setting using tile FPA knob. Tile flight
director reference is then to the new window
setting.
With FPA HOLDON, The FMAcontinues to show | I
FPA I
set the FPA win- If the FPA window is diffe ent than the
dow existing reference value, the window blinks
on and off. If the pilot pushes FPA HOLD
off and on, the MSPFPA window will be reset
to the existing flight path angle and will be-
come solid.
J FPA IWith FPA SEL The FMAswitches from I to
active, push .I FPA lwhen the FPA HOLDbutton is FPAI
HOLD pushed. The I,iSPFPA window stops blinking and
shows the flight path angle of the airplane
when the FPA HOLDbutton was pushed. Tile
reference for tile flight director symbology is
the MSPFPA window setting.
Push FPA SEL from The MSPwindow becomes solid at the airplane
ON to OFF flight path angle when the FPA SEL button was
pushed. FPA SEL is replaced by FPA HOLDand
the EADI/HUDvertical mode flight director or
the power-lever director are referenced to tile
MSPFPA window as appropriate to the flight
director or SCASmode set and where appli-
cable, to the USB flap setting. Tile
FMA sh°wsl FPA I"
Push ALT HOLDON Tile MSPALT window shows the altitude of the
airplane when the ALT HOLDbutton was pushed.
The EADI/HUDvertical mode flight director
symbol (II_ <_I) provides guidance
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referencedto the ALT window settin_for
modes F and C. If modes O, M or B are
active,the MSP ALT window provides the
referencefor the pitch or power lever
directorsdependingon the USB flap setting.
The EADI pitch director symbolwill be pink if
a lateralmode is also active or white if
only the verticalmode is active. The FFIA
shows[ ALT I"
Push ALT HOLD from The MSP window does not change. The
ON to OFF EADI/HUDverticalmode flight director
symbolwill disappearfor modes C and F
if no lateralmode is active or will ro-
tate centered on the tip of the aircraft
velocityvector (see Figure 5) if a lateral
mode is active. In the latter case, the
EADI lateralmode flight directorsymbol
will be coloredyellow. If modes O, F_or
B are active,the verticalreferencefor
the pitch and power lever directorsis
eliminatedbut the pitch directorsymbol n_ay
remain active for speed guidance depending
on the USB flap setting. If the pitch flight
director is active for partiallybackside
speed guidance,the power lever bar will also
appear on the right wing of the aircraft
velocityvector symbol. Tilevertical_ode
FMA windows are blank.
Set the ALT win- The MSP ALT windows shows the slew switch
dow and push ALT setting. Upon_Dushng ALT SEL, the FMA
I ALT iSEL (ALTHOLD is shows . The EADI/HUDverti-
OFF) cal flight directorsymbol (I_--T_ <z_]4_
providesguidance referencedto the ALT window
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settingfor modes F and C. If modes O, M or
are active, the MSP ALT window provides the
referencefor the pitch or power-leverdirec-
tors dependingon the USB flap setting. The
EADI pitch directorsymbol will be pink if a
lateralmode is also active or white if only
the verticalmode is active. If the dif-
ferencebetweenthe MSP window altitudeand
the a_rcraft present altitude is less than
- 1 h_
2 where h is the rate of climb andgE_EF_
gREF Is u.68 m/sec2 (2.25 ft/sec 2), the
flight director symbolo§y provides guidance
for capturing the MSPreference altitude.
If the absolute difference between the MSP
reference altitude and the present altitude is
less than 7.6 m (25 ft), the ALT HOLDmode
replaces ALT SEL, the FMA sh°wsl, ALT I,
and tile vertical mode flight director sym-
bology provides guidance to maintain altitude.
If the difference between the MSPwindow
setting and the present altitude is greater
than 2 gREF , the FFIAshows
and the verticalmode flight director
symbologyremainsin the previouslyactive
mode with two exceptions. First, the pilot
may choose to fly the airplaneinto tile
altitudecapture region withoutusing the MSP
flight path angle features. In this case, the
flightdirector symbologywill remain refer-
enced to the previouslyselectedniodeuntil
the airplane is near the FISPreferencealti-
tude. In the second exception,tilepilot
may choose to use the MSP flight path angle
hold and select features,previouslydescribed
to provideguidanceto the altitudecapture
region. If the pilot establishesan altitude
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interceptfli§ht path angle and pushes the FPA
HOLDbutton, the FFtAshowsI AL_ II FPA I
and the flight director symbologyguides to
the MSP FPA referencewindow value. If the
pilot dials the MSP FPA window settingand
then pushesFPA SEL, the FMA verticalmode
capturewindow alternatesbetween
ALT-FPA-ALT-FPA....until the altitudecapture
criterion is satisfied. Then the FMAshows
I JFPA until the altitudecapture
criterionis satisfiedat which point the FNA
I ALT I
begins to display I I " When the
i F
altitudeerror is less than 7.6 m (25 ft), the
FNA shows ALT J"
With ALT HOLD ON, The FMA continuesto show I ALT|
set the ALT win- If the ALT window is differentthan the
dow existing reference value, the window blinks
on and off. If the pilot pushes ALT HOLD
off and then back on, the MSPALT window will
be reset to zhe existing altitude and the
window will become solid.
With ALT HOLDON, The MSPaltitude window shows the slew switch
set the Alt win- setting. If the setting is different than the
dow and push airplane altitude, the window blinks until
ALT SEL ALT HOLDis again achieved. Upon pushing
ALT SEL, the ALT HOLDmode is canceled and
thereafter the operation is as described
above for "Set the ALT window and push
ALT SEL (ALT HOLDis OFF)."
With ALT SEL The three possibleFMA indications,[ ALT 1
°rl I' FPA or ALT-FPA-ALT-FPA...inthe
HOLD verticalmode arm position,prior to pushing
ALT HOLD are canceled and replacedby i ALT I
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when the the ALT HOLDbutton is pushed.
The MSPALT window stops blinking and
shows the altitude of the airplane when the
ALT HOLDbutton was pushed. The vertical mode
flight director symbology appears and is
referenced to the MSPALT window setting.
Push ALT SEL from The MSPwindow becomes, or remains, solid at
OrJ to OFF the reference window setting when the ALT SEL
button was pushed. The ALT SEL mode and
possibly associated FPA SEL mode are can-
celed. The system reverts to a FPA HOLD
mode and the EADI/HUDvertical mode flight
director symbology is referenced to the MSP
FPA window which is set to the FPA value ex-
isting when the ALT SEL button was pushed
°ff. The F_A shows I FPA l-
Speed Modes - Speed, Flight Referenceand Speed Configuration
Four possible speed references are available for the flight director
symbology and three of these speed references are also used for the SCAS.
The speed reference associated with area navigation and labeled SPDPROF
will be discussed in a later section. The three speed modes that are
regarded as pilot assist modes are labeled SPDfor speed selected in knots,
FR for flight reference selected in percent of a safety limit speed and SPD
CONFfor speed configuration where speed is a function of outboard and USB
flap setting.
Two reference airspeed numbers are displayed to the pilot. The first
number appears in the MSP speed window and may be set by the pilot. The
MSPspeed window may also be set by the computer as a function of flap
setting using either stored data or computer generated data. The second
number appears in the upper left window of the FMAand is the current
reference speed for the flight director symbology or the SCAS. The two
numbers can be the same provided the number in the MSPwindow can be
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achievedwith the exisitingflap configurationand providedthe aircraft
speed has been constantlong enough for the FV_ speed window to slew to the
MSP setting. For the SPD and FR modes, the pilot sets the MSP window value
with tileMSP speed selectorand can even set speeds that exceed the flap
. placardwhen the flaps are down. The only restrictionsare that MSP speed
referencewindow will not accept speeds above the maximumoperating
airspeed,160 knots, nor below the landingapproachairspeed. The landing
r
approachairspeed is calculatedfrom aircraftgross weight, which is an
input to the computer,and from the pilot selectedlandingUSB flap
setting. The pilot must enter the landingUSB flap settingusing the
keyboardmnemonic LFP which stands for landingflap. The pilot establishes
the landingapproachairspeed in the MSP speed window by rotatingthe speed
knob counterclockwiseuntil the window value stops changing. If the MSP
and FFIAreferencenumbersare different,the number in the upper left
window of the FMA smoothlyprogress toward the MSP speed window value at a
rate of i kt/sec unless preventedfrom doing so by either a flap placard
limit or a configurationdependentminimum safe speed limit for the current
flap setting. Should a speed hold mode be engagedwhen the speed is
_reaterthan 160 knots, the MSP will jump to 160 knots and tileFMA speed
window will slew from the engage value to 160 knots at a rate of i kt/sec.
If tilespeed mode is engagedwhen the speed is below the landingapproach
speed setting,the MSP window will jump to the landingapproach speed value
and the FMA speed window will slew from the engage value to the
configurationdependentminimum safe speed limit,again at a rate of
1 kt/sec. Consider the followingexample. Supposethe landingapproach
airspeedvalue is 68 knots, the engage airspeedis 65 knots and the flaps
are set so the minimum safe speed is 80 knots. The MSP speed window will
jump to 68 knots when SPD HOLD is pushed. The FF_ speed window will
initiallyshow the engage value to 65 knots but will slew to 80 knots in 15
seconds.
During an airspeed decrease, if the pilot does not lower the flaps
before selecting a lower speed, a "LOWERFLAP" caution message will appear
on the FMAmessage panel. Conversely, during an airspeed increase and if
the pilot does not raise the flaps before selecting the higher speed, a
"RAISE FLAP" caution message will appear on the FMAmessage panel. Once
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the flaps are repositioned as directed by the message, the caution message
will disappear from the FMAmessage panel.
Regardless of which flight director or SCASmode is engaged, the speed
error, formed as the difference between the FMAreference speed and the
calibrated airspeed, appears on the left wing of the aircraft velocity
vector symbol ( -_ ) shown in Figure 5. For modes F and C
(Figures 15 and 16), the FMAspeed reference for SPDor FR or SPDPROF
provides the input to the SCAS. The power-lever servo error appears from
the right wing of the aircraft velocity vector symbol ( -_ ). For
modes0 and Fi (Figures 13 and 14), the FMA speed reference from SPDor FR
or SPDPROFor SPDCONFis the input to the power-lever director on the
right wing of the aircraft velocity vector symbol ( --_ )
(Fisure 5) for frontside operation. As the outboard and USBflaps are
extended, the FF_ speed reference drives both the pitch director
( [Z:Z:> <:zzz]) and the power-lever director (----_) through the
blending coefficients C1 and C3. Finally, with tile flaps fully extended
for backside operation, the FMA speed reference goes only to the pitch bar
(Ez> <zZz]). For mode B, the FMAspeed reference SPD, FR and SPD
PROFare inputs to tile pitch flight director through the CI blendin 9
coefficient as shown in Figure 17. SPD and FR are inputs to the SCAS, also
as shown in Figure 17.
Before describing the speed reference button pushing response in detail,
further explanation of both the safety and the flight reference features is
warranted.
The safety margin display on the EADI/HUD is intended to show the pilot
the current and projected status of the airplane relative to minimum safe
speed or angle of attack boundaries. This display, shown to the left side
of the EADI in Figure 5, consists of three elements: a thermometer scale
with the 100%mark in the center, a 150% mark at the top and a 50% mark at
the bottom; a diamond symbol (<_) to indicate the current status of the
airplane and a rotated chevron symbol ( > ) to indicate the pilot or
computer selected desired target status. In terms familiar for a conven-
tional airplane, the 100%mark would correspond to the traditional target
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approach airspeed of 1.3 Vstal I. A 0% value would correspond to Vstal I.
For a powered-lift airplane such as the QSRA, the 0% value is a function of
airspeed at normal approach power settings and angle of attack for very low
power settings. If the pilot maintains a 100% safety margin, the airplane
. has a satisfactory combination of speed and angle of attack to overcome at-
mospheric disturbances during the approach. The three elements of tile
safety margin display appear on the EADI/HUDonly when the airspeed exceeds
30 knots which is the minimum speed used for any of the control laws in the
computer. This display is under keyboardcontroland can be removed from
the EADI/HUDat the pilot'sdiscretionby settingthe mnemonic ESM to zero.
The flight reference feature of the MSPpermits the pilot to establish a
target safety margin at or above 100%by either flying the airplane to a
desired safety margin percentage and pushing FR HOLDto ON or by setting a
percentage greater than 100% in the MSPspeed window and pushing FR SEL.
Wheneither FR HOLDor FR SEL is pushed, the speed director symbology is
referenced to the present value of safety margin shown in the upper left
window of the FMA. The speed director symbology is a combination of pitch
and power-lever directors depending on which SCASor flight director mode
is selected and in the case of modes O, M or B, depending on the flap
setting. The MSPand FMAoperation of the SPDand FR speed modes is
presented in detail below.
Action System Response
Push SPDHOLDON The MSPspeed window shows the airplane cali-
brated airspeed when the SPDHOLDbutton was
pushed. The upper left window of the FMA
shows the reference for the EADI/HUD speed
error symbolwhich appearson the left winS
of the airplanevelocityvector symbol. The
upper left FMA window repeatsthe MSP speed
window providedthe airplanespeed at the time
time the speed HOLD button was pushed is above
the minimum allowableairplane speed,which
is a functionof configuration,and below the
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flap placardspeed. If the airplanecali-
brated airspeed is below the minimum allow-
able airspeedwhen SPD HOLD was pushed, the
FMA speed referencevalue will slew to the
minimumallowableairspeedfor the flap set-
ting. Unless flaps are completelydeployed,
the pilot will see a FMA lower flap message.
Similarly,if the calibratedairspeedis above
the flap placardspeed when the speed HOLD
button was pushed,the FMA referencespeed
will slew to the flap placardspeed. Raise
flap messageswill appear on the FMA message
panel until the pilot raises the flaps to
clear tilemessage. When the speed HOLD but-
ton is pushed tile FMA shows 1121 I
' ISPD
for an example speed reference of 121 knots
which is above the minimum allowable power-
ed lift speed and below the flap placard
speed. The speed reference is an input to the
SCASsystem for modes F, C or B and an input
throughthe blending coefficientsto the pitch
and power-leverdirectorsfor modes O, M or B.
Push SPDHOLD The MSPspeed window does not change. The
from ON to OFF speed reference input to the EADI/HUD speed
director symbology is removed but the pitch
and power-lever directors will not disappear
for modes O, M or B if path information is
available to drive those directors. The
speed reference for SCASmodes F and C is re-
moved. Both FMA speed windows are blank.
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Set the speed The MSP speed window is solid and shows the
window and push value set by the pilot using the slew knob.
SPD SEL (SPDHOLD Upon pushingSPD SEL, the FF_ speed arm win-
is off) dow (the upper left window) alternatesbe-
tween speed displayedin knots and SPD. The
number in the upper left FMA window,which is
the referencefor the speed flight director
symbology,smoothlyprogressestoward the MSP
speed window at a rate of 1 kt/sec if the
calibratedairspeedis below the flap placard
speed or above the powered-liftminimum speed.
If the airspeed is outsideof the acceptable
speed range, the FMA window value slews to the
allowablereferencespeed. When the airplane
speed is the same as the MSP window speed,
the FMA shows1121 Ifor an exampleISPD I
speed of 121 knots. HOLD will only be
achieved if the selectedspeed is within the
acceptablespeed range. While in SPD SEL, the
pilot may change the MSP speed winaow value
using the speed knob. However, the speed di-
rector symbologyremainsreferencedto the
allowableairspeedshown in the FMA speed arm
window.
With SPD HOLD ON The MSP window shows the speed selectorknob
or FR HOLDON, setting. If the setting is different than
set the MSPspeed either the airplane calibrated airspeed in
.
window and push knots or flight reference in percent, the FISP
SPDSEL window blinks until SPDHOLDor FR HOLDis
achieved. The upper left window of the FFIA,
the speed select window, shows either a solid
speed reference number or else alternates be-
tween the speed reference number and the
symbol SPDto show the arm state. Upon push-
ing SPDSEL, the operation is the same as de-
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scribed for "Set the speed window and push SPD
SEL (SPD hold is off)."
With SPD HOLD ON, The FMA continuesto show I121 I
lSPD I
set the speed for an exampleinstantaneousreferencespeed
window of 121 knots. If the MSP speed window is dif-
ferent than the existing referencevalue, the
FiSPspeed window blinksON and OFF. If the
pilot pushes SPD HOLD OFF and ON, the MSP
speed window will be reset to the existing
airplaneairspeedand the window will be
solid. If the airplaneairspeed is within
acceptablemaximum or minimum limits,the
FV#_speed selectwindow (the upper left win-
dow) will progressat a constant rate towards
the MSP window. Otherwise, the FMA window
will go to the acceptablespeed boundary.
With SPD SEL The Ft¢_progressesfrom_
I
active,push where the upper left window shows SPD
113° 1HOLD 121-SPD-121...,to [SPD at I kt/sec
for an examplewhere the MSP window was set to
121 knots and the existing airplanewas 130
knots when the SPD HOLD was pushed. In this
example,the airspeed is assumed to be within
the range of acceptablespeeds. Otherwise,
the FMA would go to the allowablemaximum or
minimum speed. The MSP speed window stops
blinkingand shows the speed of tileairplane
when the HOLD button was pushed. The di-
rector symbology is referencedto the FFIA
speed arm window value.
Push SPD SEL The FISPspeed window becomessolid at the air-
from On to OFF speed of the airplanewhen the SPD SEL button
was pushed. The upper left window of the FMA
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progressestowardsthe referencespeed which
either replicatesthe MSP speed window or is
an acceptableminimum or maximum speed for the
configuration. SPD SEL is replacedby
. SPD HOLD and the speed error symbologyis
referencedto the FMA upper left window.
goes to J121 Jfor an example
i
The FMA
ISPD
MSPairspeed of 121 knots.
Push FR HOLDfrom The MSPspeed window shows the safety margin
OFF to ON percentage at the time the FR HOLDbutton was
pushed. Both the upper left window of the
FMAand the safety margin target symbol ( > )
show the reference safety margin for the
speed flight director symbology. The upper
left FMAwindow and the safety margin target
value ( > ) repeat the MSPspeed window
provided the safety margin is equal to or
greater than 100%when the FR HOLDbutton
was pushed. If the safety margin sym-
bol (<_) is below 100%when FR HOLDis pushed,
the FMA and repeating ( > ) symbol slew up to
100%. For an example safety margin target
value of 115%, the FMAshows I I15 I
I
I FR I
The flight reference is an input to the SCAS
system for modes F, C or B and an input to the
speed symbology through blending coefficients
for the pitch and power lever directors for
modes O, M or B.
Push FR HOLDfrom The MSPspeed window does not change. The
ON to OFF flight reference input to the EADI/HUD speed
director is removed for modes O, M and B
but the pitch and power-lever directors will
not disappear if pitch information is avail-
able to drive those directors. The speed
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reference is removed as an input to SCASmodes
C, F or B. The safety margin target sym-
bol ( > ) is removed from the EADI/HUDand
both FMA speed windows are blank.
Set the Speed The MSPwindow is solid and shows the target
Window and push percentage of safety margin set by the pilot
FR SEL (FR HOLDis using the speed knob. Upon pushing FR SEL,
OFF and SPDHOLD the FMA speed arm window (the upper left win-
is OFF) dow), which is the reference for the speed
flight director symbology for modes O, M or
B or the reference for SCASmodes F, C or
B, alternates between the reference safety
margin percentage and FR. The number in the
upper left FMAwindow smoothly progresses
toward the MSPspeed window setting at a
rate of 2%/second if the number in the MSP
window exceeds 100%. Otherwise, the FFIA
window will slew to a minimum limiting value
of 100%. The speed safety margin tar§et
symbol ( > ) repeats the MSPspeed window
setting. When the safety margin is within
2% of the MSPspeed window setting, the FMA
showSlIFRIO If°r an example MSPspeed
window setting of 110%. FR HOLDcan only be
achieved if the selected flight reference is
greater than or equal to 100%. While in FR
SEL, the pilot may change the MSPspeed window
setting using the speed knob. However, the
speed director symbology or SCASspeed inputs
remain referenced to the percentage shown in
the FMAspeed arm window.
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With either SPD The MSP window shows the slew knob setting.
HOLD or FR HOLD If the number in the window is differentthan
ON, set the MSP either the calibratedairspeed in knots or
speed window and safetymargin in percent, the MSP speed win-
and push FR SEL dow blinks on and off until FR HOLD is
achieved. The FI_Aspeed window (the upper
left window) shows a solid safetymargin
, referencenumber until FR SEL is pushed and
then alternatesbetweenthe safety margin
number and the symbol FR to show the arm
state. After FR SEL is pushed,the operation
is the same as describedfor "Set the speed
window and push FR SEL (FR HOLD is OFF and
SPD HOLD is OFF)."
With FR HOLDON The FMAcontinues to sh°wlII0' I
' , FR I
set the speed for an example MSPsafety margin of 110%.
window If the MSPspeed window is different than
the existing safety margin reference value,
the FISPwindow blinks OFF and ON. If the
pilot pushes the FR HOLDoff and on, the
MSPspeed window will reset to the existing
safety margin percentage if the safety margin
is greater than 100% or to 100% if the safety
margin is less than 100% and the window will
become solid. If the airplane safety margin
exceeds 100%, the FMA speed arm window (the
upper left window) will progress at 2%/second
• towards the MSPwindow. If the safety margin
is less than 100%, the FMAwindow slews to
100%.
With FR SEL The FMA jumps fromIIL--j I'where the
I i
active, push upper left window shows IO0-FR-IO0...,to
FR HOLD L]15FR I f°r an example where the FISP
window was set at 100% and the existing safety
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margin was 115% when the FR HOLD button was
pushed. In this example,the safetymargin
was greaterthan 100%. If the safetymargin
was less than 100%, the FMA would slew to a
minimumvalue of 100%. The MSP speed window
stops blinkingand shows the safetymargin of
the airplanewhen the FR HOLD button was
pushed. The flight director speed symbology
or SCASspeed inputs are referenced to the FMA
speed arm window value.
Push FR SEL The MSPspeed window becomes solid at the
from ON to OFF safety margin percentage which existed when
the FR SEL button was pushed except that if
the safety margin value was less than 100%,
the window would jump to 100%, The upper left
window of the FMAslews towards the MSPspeed
window value. FR SEL is replaced by FR HOLD
and the flight director speed symbology or
SCASspeed input is re_erenced to the FMA
upper left window. The FMA goes to
I05 {
I for an example MSPspeed marginFR I
of 105%.
The speed configuration(SPD CONF) button is used in conjunctionwith
flight directormodes 0 and M to reduce pilot work load by relievingthe
pilot of the task of setting referencespeed after each flap selection.
This is accomplishedby making the speed referencea functionof the
outboardand USB flap setting. This featurewill most likely be used in
conjunctionwith the referenceflight paths to be discussedlater. The
relationshipof SPD CONF to the referenceflight paths is the reason the
SPD CONF button is groupedwith the guidancemodes as shown in the MSP
layout,Figure 8. However, the SPD CONF button can be used with any
lateraland verticalmode at the pilot'sdiscretion. The button pushing
responseis describedbelow.
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Action System Response
Push SPDCONF Turning SPDCONFONcauses the MSPspeed win-
from OFF to ON dow to be set to the final approach airspeed
(LIFT!DRAG is OFF) and links the FMAspeed reference to the
outboard and USBflap settings. The FMA speed
arm window (upper left window) shows the ref-
erence speed for the EADI/HUDflight director
speed symbology. This reference speed varies
with the outboard and USBflap setting and
progresses down as first the outboard and then
the USBflaps are extended. The FF_ shows
I 121 _for an example speed of 121CONF
knots. Any other SPDor FR HOLDor SEL but-
ton, which may be on, will be turned off when
SPDCONFis selected. The SPD CONFbutton
will also supersede the SPDPROFbutton which
is associated with AREANAVto be discussed
later.
Push SPDCONF The SPDCONFmode will not engage when the
from OFF to ON power-lever servo is engaged since SPDCONF
(LIFT/DRAGis ON) is used with the flight directormodes only.
An attempt to push SPD CONF will result in
the cautionmessage "LIFT/DRAGIS ON."
Push SPDCONF The FMA speed windows are blank until the
from ON to OFF pilot makes another speed selection. In
the absence of another selection, the air-
speed reference input to the pitch director
and power-lever director is removed. If a
vertical mode is not also selected, the
power-lever director will disappear and the
pitch director will either disappear, if there
is no lateral guidance, or will appear yellow
to denote that only lateral guidance remains active.
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IGuidance Modes
Three levels of guidance modes are available for the QSRA. The first
level is the standard TACANor VORwhich provides azimuth and DME
information for guidance along tracks that pass directly over the
navigation stations. The second level consists of ILS and MLS approach
aids. ILS provides localizer and glideslope guidance to a line in space.
FILS provides wide angle azimuth and elevation coverage as well as DME.
Azimuth, elevation and _4E information is processed in a computer to
proviae precision guidance for a wide range of approach azimuth and
glideslope angles. Only the azimuth angle associated with the runway
centerline is of interest for the QSRA. Whenused in conjunction with a
radio altimeter, both the ILS and MLS systems permit Category II and
Category III landing guidance. The third level of guidance uses an onboard
digital computer to provide both three dimensional (3D) and four
dimensional (4D) curved, descending and decelerating approaches. The QSRA
research program will emphasize 3D area navigation operation along
prestored and computer generated flight paths with speed control provided
primarily for fuel minimization rather than for the precise time sequencing
associated with 4D.
The TACAN, VOR, ILS, FILS and AREANAVguidance modes available on the
QSRAare mutually exclusive. That is, only one of these modes can be
active. However, more than one mode can be armed. Since TACAN, VORand
AREANAVcan be multiply armed, there is a question about which of these
modes has priority over the other for coupling. If the TACAN, VOR, and
AREANAVguidance sources are all armed simultaneously, the first of these
sources that satisfies a capture criterion will provide the guidance
reference until replaced by an approach guidance source or until the pilot
makes another selection by turning off the active source. Automatic
transitions can take place from the enroute guidance sources, TACAN, VORor
AREANAV, to MLSapproach guidance and from TACANor AREANAV to ILS.
Automatic transitions from VORto ILS are precluded because only a single
VHF navigation receiver is available for the QSRAdigital flight control
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system. TACAN, VORor AREANAVmay be armed or coupled at the same time
that MLS is armed. TACANor AREANAVmay be armed or coupled
simultaneously with ILS arm. Transition from the enroute guidance sources,
TACANor VOR, to MLS will take place automatically when the airplane enters
the MLS centerline capture region provided the azimuth and [)MEsignals are
D
valid. Glideslope transition depends on a valid elevation signal.
Transition from TACANto ILS will take place automatically provided the ILS
, localizer is valid and the pilot has designated the proper ILS mnemonic at
the keyboard. AREANAVwill automatically transition to ILS or MLSat the
reference flight path waypoint designated as the final waypoint provided
the approach aid is valid and provided that when the airplane passes the
final waypoint, the airplane is within the approach aid capture region.
The guidance buttons on the MSPprovide the means to select TACAN, VOR,
ILS, MLS or AREANAVguidance sources.
TileKalman filter navigationsystem describedearlier uses all valid
enrouteand approach navigationsources that are enabled to determinethe
aircraftposition. Since the navigationenable buttonsand the guidance
buttonson the MSP are separate,the Kalman filter provides a means to
navigate on a TACANor VORradial without the TACANor VORproviding a
valid navigation signal into the Kalman filter. The TACANor VORguidance
buttons and the course window provide the reference radial which, when
differenced with the Kalman filter position estimate, provides the lateral
guidanceerror signal. It is thereforepossibleto fly a TACAN or VOR
radial using a dead reckoningestimatebased only on INS velocity
integration.
As noted earlier in the discussion on navigation, the pilot is
responsible for correctly entering the TACAN, VORor ILS navaid station
mnemonic and for tuning the corresponding receiver frequency or channel.
Radials can be flown from only the TACANor VORstation current in memory.
In general, the corresponding TACANor VORnavigation receiver should be
valid to insure navigation accuracy but because of the Kalman filter dead
reckoning capability using INS, guidance for TACANor VORradials does not
depend on navigation valids. The system does provide the pilot with alert
messages so he will be aware that navigation may not be accurate. When
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dead reckoningbegins, the FMA message panel displays"DEAD RECKONING." If
the pilot selectsTACAN or VOR for guidanceand the correspondingnavaid is
not valid, the FMA message is "CHECKNAVAID." The pilot may use the
navigationstatus informationon the MFD to assess the validity of the
navigationsystem. In the discussionwhich follows,the navigationsystem
is assumed to be functional.
TACANand VOR
The Tacan and VORflight director modes function in precisely the same
way, The description which follows is stated in terms of TACANoperations.
The VORfunctions in exactly the same way and VORoperations will not be
separately described,
Action System Response
Select a CRS and The MSP CRS window and the HSI course select
push TAC ON pointershown in Figure 8 indicate the course
referencesetting. If the airplane is outside
the capture region,the pilot must establish
the interceptheading to fly the airplane into
the capture region. When the TAC guidance
button is pushed on, the LAT NAV button is
automaticallypushed to establishlateral
guidance,the FMA showsI I'_
and the HSI CDI becomesactive. If the
capturecriterionis satisfiedbut the track
criterionis not, the FMA shows[ TACI
and the EADI/HUDlateralflight director
(_zzzz> <:zz]_)providescapture _uidance
to the MSP course window referencesetting.
As noted earlier, if a verticalmode is also
active, the EADI flight director symbologyis
pink. If only the lateraldirectoris
active, the EADI flight director is yellow.
If the track criterionis also satisfied,
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the lateralmode flight director is referenced
to the MSP CRS window settingand the FMA
continuesto show I TACI. If the
airplaneis overstation,the system auto-
maticallygoes to HDG HOLD referencedto
aircraftheadingat the beginningof the
overstationpassage,the HSI TO-FROMfla__
" changesstate, the FNA showsI
TACI
HDGIk
and the EADI/HUDlateralflight director
symbologyis referencedto the MSP HDG win-
dow value. Once past the station,the
EADI/HUDflight directorsymbologyreverts
to TACAN radialtrack referencedto the
MSP CRS window settingand the FNA shows
A new radial can be selectedat any time
using the CRS slew knob as follows. The
systemwill automaticallygo to HDG HOLD
when the CRS knob is moved more than five
degreesand system operationis a function
of the followingpossibleexisting conditions:
a) Inboundand outboundcourses: If the
radialchange is less than five degrees,the
systemwill automaticallygo out of the
HDG HOLD mode when the CRS knob is moved and
flightdirector guidancewill be providedto
captureand track the new radial. If the
radial change is greaterthan five degrees,
the system will remain in HDG HOLD after the
° new radial is selected. The pilot may use
HDG SEL to establishflightdirector guidance
to the new radialor manually fly the air-
plane to capture the new radial, b) Course
selectionwhen overstation: If a new outbound
radial is selectedwhen the system is in HDG
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HOLDoverstation, the system will continue in
HDGHOLDuntil overstation passage is
complete. Flight director guidance will be
provided to capture and trdck the selected
outbound radial.
ILS and MLS
Two approach receivers, ILS and MLS, will be available in the QSRAfor
flying precision approaches. Primary emphasis will be placed on MLS but
the possibility still exists of operating with ILS. Several ways of
entering into ILS or MLS coverage are available. The pilot can manually
fly the airplane into the coverage, engage the flight director to activate
the FPA HOLDand HDGHOLDmodes and then transition immediately to ILS or
MLS. He can use the pilot assist features, HDGHOLDor SEL and FPA or ALT
HOLDand SEL, prior to entering the ILS or MLS coverage. He can use TACAN
or VOR-DMEradials to intercept the ILS localizer or MLScenterline.
Finally, he can use the area navigation feature to establish a curved
descending entry to the ILS or MLS final approach. The manual entry to ILS
localizer and glideslope intercepts will be described for the ILS. The
other possible entries will be outlined for the MLS.
From an operational point of view, the ILS can be regarded as a subset
of the MLS in the sense that an ILS provides only a centerline reference
and a single glideslope angle reference whereas the MLS provides a wide
range of possible azimuth angles and glideslope angles. Typically, MLS
azimuth is restricted to the runway centerline but the glideslope angle can
vary from 3 degrees for conventional airplanes to greater than 7 degrees
for powered-lift STOL airplanes. THe QSRAis capable of flying both the 3
degree ILS glideslope as a conventional jet transport and the 6 degree MLS
glideslope as a STOLairplane. The QSRAcan be flown on the ILS using
flight director modes 0 and M with outboard flaps extended and the USB
flaps set near 30 degrees so the airplane has frontside characteristics.
The ILS can also be flown using the frontside SCASsystem, mode F, which
provides automated speed control and causes the airplane to behave in pitch
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like a conventionaljet transport. In the descriptionwhich follows,the
pilot is assumed to be using flight directormodes 0 or M and to make use
of the SPD PROF mode to establishthe approachspeed director reference.
Prior to pushingthe ILS guidancebutton on the MSP, the pilot must tune
the VHr_ILS frequencyand establishthat the frequencyis appropriateto
the intendedairportof landing. If the pilot has selectedVOR on the HSI
VOR/MLSselector (Figure7) the CDI will show displacementfrom the
localizerand the VDI will show glideslopedeviationprovided the
respectivelocalizerand glideslopesignalsare valid. The HSI is not
under controlof the MSP ILS guidancebutton so HSI ILS indicationswill
not be describedsubsequently. Since the Kalman filter is used to smooth
the ILS localizerand glideslopesignals,the pilot must be sure that the
stationidentifiermnemonic is selectedat the keyboard so navigationis
consistentwith the selectedairportof intendedlandingand that both
localizerand azimuth are enabledas inputs to the Kalman filter. If the
pilot attemptsto select the ILS guidancebutton before selectingILS
navigation,the ILS navigationbutton is selectedautomatically. If
localizerand glideslopeare not enabled at the keyboard,the FMA message
panel displays "ENABLE ILS." When the pilot selectsthe ILS station
identifiermnemonic, the approachcourse and the glideslopeangle for the
specificILS approachaid are stored in the computerand will be displayed
in the MSP course and glideslopewindowswhen ILS is armed.
Action System Response
Fly the airplane Pushing FD1 on activates the FPA HOLDand
into ILS localizer HDGHOLDmodes so the FMA sh°wsl, FPA HDGII
coverage, push Pushing the ILS guidance button on causes
FD1 ON, push the course and glideslope windows to beset
ILS ON and push to values appropriate to the ILS navaid
SPDCONF, identifier stored in computer memory, causes
the path deviation to appear on the EADI/HUD
showing the airplane deviation from the
localizer and glideslope and automatically
activates the LAT NAVbutton so the FMAshows
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i FPA liSIsince' in this example, the
airplaneis assumedto alreadybe in localizer
coverage.
The mode 0 or M lateralflight director
((c:zz> <21:3))providessteering
commandsto track the localizerwhile the
vertical flight director (fEz:> _)
commandsthe flight path angle which existed
when FDI was pushed on. The pilot must sub-
sequentlypush VERT NAV to arm the glide-
slope for captureand when he does, the
referenceglideslopeline and the down-
ward flight path angle capabilityline
segments( _ _ _ ) snap into view
on the EADI/HUD. Since the airplane is
assumed to be within localizercoverage,
f Ithe FMA shows FPA ILS prior to
glideslopecapture. If a DME signal is
available,a perspectiverunway can also be
presentedon the EADI/HUD. I1otethat the
system does not permit capture of the
glideslopeuntil the airplane is within
the localizercapture region. Once the
lateraland vertical referencesare estab-
lished,the pilot may choose to add a speed
reference. In this example,tilepilot is
assumed to have chosen SPD CONF so the speed
referencewill automaticallybe set as the
flaps are extended. To establisha speed
reference,the pilot pushes SPD CONF so the
FMA speed referencebecomes a functionof
outboardand USB flap settings. The
FMAshows {121 ILS I for an example
ICONE FPA ILSJ
referenceairspeedof 121 knots. Then the
airplane enters the glideslopecapture
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region,the go-aroundguidancemode is-
armed, the flight director symbologyprovides
both lateraland verticalguidance and the
FMA showsIcoL_NFG/A G/Alwherethe upper leftILS ILSI
. window displays121-G/A-121.... The airplane
proceedsfrom glideslopecapture to glideslope
track withouta change of mode annunicationon
the FMA. If the ILS localizerand glideslope
signalsbecome invalidduring the approach,
the flight directorrevertsto FPA and HDG
HOLD and the message "ILS INVALID"is
presentedto the pilot on the FMA message
panel. The FMA also indicatesthat although
ILS has reverted from couple to arm, the
go-aroundmode is still armed. Assuming tile
localizerand glideslopesignalsremain valid,
ILS trackingcontinuesto decisionheight.
The decisionheight is enteredby the pilot
in computermemory using the keyboard
mnemonic DHT. Below the decisionheight,
the path deviationbox continuesto show the
error from the localizerand glideslopeun-
til the airplane reachesa radio altimeter
height of 13.7 m (45 ft). Below 13.7 m
(45 ft), the path deviationis referencedto a
nominalaltitude- altitude rate flare path
that terminatesin the runway touchdownzone.
The FFIAshowsIF---] G/A G/AIwhere the upperLANDLAND ILSJ
left window alternates between a landing
airspeed reference and go-around, the flight
director symbology is driven by an altitude-
altitude rate flare law that provides guidance
to a soft touchdown within the runway
touchdown zone and by a speed reference which
drops from the landing reference airspeed to
10 knots below that speed at a rate of
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2 kt/sec. The pilot is not expected to com-
plete the landingusing the flight director,
however,all command informationpresentedto
the pilot is consistentwith a reasonable
landing. Lateralguidancebased on the
localizersignal continuesthroughoutthe
rollout. The go-aroundmode is cancelled
when the airspeeddrops below 30 knots.
At any time during the approachand landing
after go-aroundis armed and prior to air-
speed droppin_below 30 knots, the pilot can
initiatego-aroundguidanceby pushing the
go-aroundswitch locatedon the #1
power-lever. When _o-aroundis activated,
the FMA sh°ws I 72 IG/A G/A G/A , where 72 knots
is an exampleof safe airspeed,the EADI/HUD
path deviationbox disappears,the EADI/HUD
referenceglideslopeand downward flight path
angle capabilitysymbols ( .... )
are removed,localizertrackingcontinues,
glideslopetracking is discontinuedand re-
, placed by flightdirector guidanceto es-
tablisha + 1 degree flight path angle climb
and a safe climb airspeed. After attaining
a safe climb airspeed,the system provides
guidance to a maximum rate of climb. Local-
izer trackingcontinuesuntil the localizer
signal is lost. Then SPD HOLD provides
guidanceat the safe climb airspeed,FPA HOLD
replacesthe go-aroundmaximum rate of climb
and HDG HOLD replaces the go-aroundlocalizer
r i
track. The FMA then shows ISPD FPA HDGI
& l
until the pilot selects replacementmodes or
turns the flightdirector off.
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Push ILS from The ILS guidance is turned off, go-aroundarm
ON to OFF is cancelledand the FPA HOLD and HDG HOLD
modes are activatedso the FMA shows
] FPA HDGJ" The perspectiverunway,
approachglideslopereferencesymboland
maximumdownward flight path angle reference
lines are removedfrom the EADI/HUD. The
flight director symbologyis referencedto the
flight path angle and headingwhich existed
when the ILS button was turned off.
Prior to beginningan MLS approach,the pilot must selecta glideslope
angle, choose one of the flight directoror SCAS modes to be used and
decide upon an interceptprocedure. In the event that FILShas not
previouslybeen selectedas a navigationinput to the Kalman filter,
pressing the MLS guidance button will automaticallyselect the MLS
navigationbutton. If the pilot has not enabledall three componentsof
MLS at the keyboard,the MLS guidancebutton cannot be turned on and the
FMA message panel displays "ENABLEMLS." Becauseonly a single
experimentalMLS transmitteris availableto the QSRA, the pilot is
relievedof the requirementto tune the MLS receiverand enter a location
mnemonic in the computer. MLS can be armed for captureeven though the
airplaneis outsidethe segmentof airspacewhere both the azimuthand _iE
signalsare valid. If the pilot has selectedMLS on the HSI VOR/MLS
selector(Figure7) the CDI will show displacementfrom the course selcted
on the MSP, the VDI will show displacementfrom the glideslopeselectedon
the MSP and the left _4E window will show range to the MLS DME transmitter
providedthe airplane is in coverageof the MLS azimuth,elevationand DME
and the signalsare valid. The HSI is not under control of the MSP MLS
guidancebutton so HSI MLS indicationswill not be discussedsubsequently.
As noted earlierin connectionwith the ILS description,FILStrackingcan
be initiatedin four ways: using the MLS button after the flight director
is first turnedon, using FPA or ALT and HDG pilot assist modes to fly into
MLS coverage,enteringMLS coverage from a TACAN or VOR radial or by
transitioningto MLS from AREA NAV. The last three optionswill be
describedhere. In the first case to be describedbelow, the flight
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director mode, either 0 or M, is selected, altitude hold is selected and
MLS is armed while the airplane is still outside of MLS azimuth coverage.
To provide an example of a speed reference different than was discussed in
connection with ILS, the pilot is assumed to be looking after the speed
using the MSPSPDSEL and SPDHOLDbuttons. The mode _nnunciation is
indicated for each phase of the approach in Figure 20.
Action System Response
Push FDI ON, WhenFDI is pushed on, the flight director
push ALT HOLDON, symbol ( IZZZz> <_) appears on the
push SPDHOLDON EADI/HUD, colored pink on the EADI,
and push MLSON and both vertical and lateral guidance is
provided to hold the engage values of flight
iath angle ani altitude. THE FMA registersFPA HDG• The pilot then sel cts the
ALT HOLDmode to maintain altitude and SPD
HOLDto maintain speed and the FMA registers
1130sPDALT HDG]where 130 knots is the aircraft
speed when SPDHOLDwas pushed. Next the
pilot pushes MLSon. The course and
glideslope windows are set to values for the
rILS identifier mnemonic stored in computer
memory. The glideslope will nominally be 6
degrees but the pilot may select his choice of
the glideslope reference angle with the G/S
knob and this reference will remain in memory
until the pilot makes a new selection.
Pushing MLS automatically activates the LAT
NAVbutton and the FMAsh°wsIl3OsPDALT HDGMLS1
The pilot must subsequently push VERT NAVto
arm the glideslope for capture and when he
does, the FMA showsl 130 MLS ML_ When bothISPD ALT HDGJ"
MLS lateral and vertical modes are armed, the
EADI/HUDpath deviation box shown in Figure 5
comes into view located at full scale de-
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flection until the airplane is within the
proportional signal region and then shows
deviations from the MLS centerline and glide-
slope. The pilot assist modes guide the air-
plane into a region where the MLS lateral cap-
ture criterion is satisfied. In the example
shown in Figure 20, the airplane is initially
, established on a heading different than that
needed for MLScenterline intercept. The
pilot uses the HDGSEL feature to establish a
MLS centerline intercept heading. The pilot
enters his planned landing USBflap setting
into the keyboard using the mnemonic, LFP.
The computer uses the landing USBflap set-
ting and the aircraft weight to calculate the
landing approach airspeed in knots and this
number is the minimum value to which the MSP
speed window can be set using the speed knob.
The pilot slews the MSPspeed window to its
minimum value to set the final approach air-
speed reference. The FMA speed window value
will slew to the MSPspeed window value at
I kt/sec until a minimum speed for the flap
setting is encountered and will hold that
speed reference until the flaps are extended
further. Whenthe flaps are extended to the
planned setting, the FMA speed window will
progress to the MSPspeed window value at
I kt/sec until the two windows coincide. The
pilot may choose another setting for the final
approach speed provided the new setting is
greater than the computer generated landing
approach airspeed. When the airplane flies
into the MLS lateral capture region, the
EADI/HUDlateralflight directorsymbology
(_[zzz> <zzz])) provides commandguidance
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to capture the MLScenter!ine and the FMA
shows k___] _ MLSI where the speed window
alternates between the current speed reference
value and SPD. The perspective runway on the
EADI/HUD "swims" into view as the airplane
rolls onto the MLS centerline. When the
airplane crosses into a region where the MLS
elevation signal is valid, the FMA shows
l[---J ]where the speed window stillMLS MLS
alternates between the current speed reference
value and SPD. The pilot may inhibit the _!LS
glideslope capture and tracking guidance by
pressing VERTNAV off or by selecting an
altitude or flight path mode on the MSP. In
the discussion to follow, the MLS VERT NAV
is assumed to be on. WhenMLS is armed
the glideslope reference and the downward
capability line segments ( .... )
snap into view on the EADI/HUD. Note that
the system does not permit capture of the
glideslope until the airplane is wi_in the
centerline capture region. When the airplane
enters the glideslope capture region, the
go-around guidance mode is armed, the flight
director symbology provides guidance to both
the centerline and the 91ideslope and the
FMAshowsl F---I G/A G/AISPD MLS MLSJwhere the speed
window alternates between the reference speed,
SPDand G/A. The airplane proceeds from
glideslope capture to glideslope track without
a change of mode annunication on the FMA.
Once stablized on the MSPset approach speed,
SPDHOLDis achieved and the FMA speed window
alternates between the reference speed and
G/A. MLStracking continues to decision
height, which is entered in computer memory
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through the keyboard using the mnemonic, DHT.
Below the decision height, the path deviatior
box continues to show the error from the
centerline and glideslope until the airplane
reaches a radio altimeter height of 13.7 m
(45 ft). Below 13.7 m (45 ft), the path
deviation box is referenced to a nominal
altitude-altitude rate flare path that
terminates in the STOLport touchdown zone.
The FMAshows IF---ILANDLANDG/AMLsIG/AIwhere the speed
window alternates between G/A and the
reference speed which bleeds off from the
landing approach airspeed to I0 knots below
that speed at a rate of 2 kt/sec and the
flight director symbology is driven by an
altitude-altitude rate flare law that provides
guidance to a soft touchdown within the
STOLport touchdown zone. The pilot is not
expected to complete the landing using the
flight director, however, all command
information presented to the pilot is
consistent with a reasonable landing. Lateral
guidance based on centerline azimuth error
continues throughout rollout. The go-around
mode is canceled when the airplane airspeed
drops below 30 knots. At anytime during the
approach and landing after go-around is armed
and prior to airspeed dropping below 30 knots,
the pilot can inititate go-around guidance by
pushing the go-around switch located on the
#I power-lever. When 9o-around is activated,
Ithe FMA shows G/A G/A G/ where 90 is the
safe climb airspeed, the EADI/HUDpath
deviation box disappears, the EADI/HUD
reference glideslope and downward flight path
angle capability symbols ( .... )
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are removed, centerline tracking continues,
glideslope tracking is discontinued and re-
placed by flight director guidance to estab-
lish a + i degree flight path angle climb•
After attaining a safe climb speed, the system
provides guidance to a maximumrate of climb.
Centerline tracking continues until the MLS
azimuth signal becomes invalid• Then SPDHOLD
replaces the go-around reference speed,
FPA HOLDreplaces the _o-around centerline
track The FMA shows I 90 I until• SPD FPA HDGI I
the pilot selectsreplacementmodes or turns
the flight directoroff. In the event of loss
of the glideslopesignal,the flight director
revertsto FPA HOLD referencedto the MSP
glideslopeangle window, the FMA shows
--_ G/A G/A where the windowspeedSPD FP MLS
alternatesbetween 68 knots, the landing
approachairspeed,and G/A and the message
"G/S INVALID"appearson the FMA message
panel. If the pilot presses the go-around
button, the FMA showsI G/A90G/A G/A] and
the transition to a + i degree flight path
angle begins. If the MLSazimuth signal is
lost, the flight director reverts to FPA HOLD
and HDGHOLD, the FMA showsl 90 J!SPD FPA HDGl
and the message "MLS INVALID" appears on the
FMAmessage panel.
Push MLS from The MLS guidance mode is turned off, go-around
ON to OFF arm is cancelled and the FPA HOLDand HDGHOLD .
modes are activated so the FMAshows
[ FPA HD_G " The perspectiverunway,
approach glideslopereferencesymbol and
downwardflight path angle referencelines are
removed from the EADI/HUD. The flight
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directorsymbologyis referencedto the flight
path angle and headingwhich existedwhen the
MLS button was turnedoff.
Push MLS ON The MLS capture from TACANsequence, shown in
while in TACAN Figure 21, begins, as do all flight director
track and ALT modes, by pushing the flight director button,
- HOLD FDI. The FMA registers], FPA HDG], In
this case, the pilot is assumed to be looking
after speed without using any MSPselected
speed reference. The pilot selects an alti-
tude with the altitude knob, pushes ALT SEL
and soon achieves the ALT HOLDmode shown in
Figure 21 at which point the FMA indicates
[ ALT HDG] " To establish the track
leading to the MLS centerline, the pilot
selects a course to the TACANnavaid, pushes
the TAC guidance button and then arms MLS by
pushing the MLS guidance button. Figure 21
shows a situation where the airplane is
maintaining altitude and heading and is armed
to capture the TACANradial leading to the MLS
centerline. At this point, the FMA shows
I ALT _]HDGwith the lateral arm window
alternating between TAC and MLS to show both
are armed for capture. Figure 21 shows that
to start the turn into the TACANcourse, the
pilot has used the heading select feature so
the FMA indicates I ALT _ ]]with the
lateralarm window sequencingthroughTAC-MLS-
HDG-TAC.... When the airplanehas captured
and then is trackinqthe TACAN course, the FMA
I MLSindicates ALT TAC When the pilot is
ready to arm the MLS glidesliope_ MLS
he pushes
VERT NAV and the FMA shows [ ALT TAcjMLS]
Upon enteringthe MLS capture region,the FMA
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showsI MLS IA T MLS and thereafter the
vertical and lateral mode operation is the
same as described for "Push FDI ON, push ALT
HOLDON, push SPDHOLDONand push MLSON."
Push MLS ON The operation is the same as for entering
while in VOR/DME MLS from TACAN.
track and ALT HOLD
Push MLSONwhile The next discussion assumes that the lateral,
in AREANAV vertical and speed AREANAVreferences, to be
described later, are active. The MLSlateral
and vertical modes can be armed for capture
by pushing MLSeven though the airplane is
outside of the region where NLS azimuth and
DMEare valid. Whenthe MLS lateral mode is
armed, the MSPcourse window is set to the
centerline reference value. The FMA
shows 130 MLS where 130 knots is the
ANAV ANAV ANAV
current reference speed. The MLS vertical
mode is armed for capture by pushing VERTNAV
subsequent to the MLS button. Then the F_A
I 130 MLS MLSI and the MSPshows tANAV ANAV ANAV gl idesloper
window is set to the MLS glideslope value
which is nominally 6 degrees. When the
airplane passes the final waypoint, as desig-
nated through a keyboard entry, the MLS
centerline and glideslope track references
are used for the flight director symbology and
----IG/A G/Athe FMAshows SPD MLS MLS where the speed
window alternates between the MSP speed
reference and G/A. Thereafter, the system
responds as described for "Push FD1 ON,
push ALT HOLDON, push SPD HOLDONand push
MLS ON."
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Multiple Mode Arming
Situations can occur where the pilot has armed more than one vertical
mode. In the most extreme situation, there is a short period of time in
which up to three vertical modes can be armed simultaneously. Annunciation
- in the FMAvertical mode arm window consists of repeating the mnemonics for
the modes armed, for example, in the sequence MLS-ALT-FPA-MLS.... _ILS has
the highest priority followed by ALT in turn followed by FPA. If the pilot
does not wish the above sequence of modes to be followed, he must assume
responsibility for cancelling any mode that he decides not to use.
Multiple arm situations can also occur for the lateral modes. Figure 21
shows an example of multiple lateral modes that are armed. The arm
messages appear in the FMA lateral arm window as MLS-TAC-HDG-MLS.... MLS
capture will have higher priority than TACANcapture. TACANcapture will
in turn have higher priority than heading capture. This sequence is
determined by the precision of the guidance source. If MLS is armed and
the pilot wishes to supercede the MLS centerline track with a TACANradial
track, he must cancel MLS arm by pushing MLSoff.
Area Navigation
The _SRAdigital flight control system incorporates an area navigation
guidance system activated by the AREANAVbutton. The area navigation
system provides lateral, vertical and speed guidance references for flight
director modes 0 and M or SCASmodes C and F. The approach path pay be one
of the four prestored reference flight paths selected at the multifunction
display control panel (MFDCP)or a minimum fuel path synthesized in the
onboard computer when the trajectory generation (TRAJ GEN) is pushed or a
composite path made up of an initial synthesized path segment combined with
a final prestored path segment.
Pushing the AREANAVbutton automatically activates the LAT NAVbutton
which in turn arms lateral guidance. The pilot pushes VERTNAVto arm
vertical guidance. Various speed references can be added: basic pilot
assist speed modes (SPD or FR HOLDor SEL), speed as a function of the
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outboardand USB flap settings (SPDCONF) or a speed referencewhich is
associatedwith the prestoredreferenceflight path which may be combined
with the trajectorygenerationpath (SPD PROF).
Once a referenceflight path and an initialwaypoint have been selected,
captureof an area navigationpath can be accomplishedin the same way as
captureof a TACAN or VOR radial or an ILS localizeror an MLS centerline.
The pilot can fly the airplane into the path capture region,activatethe
flight directorand then push the AREA NAV button or he can use the FPA or
ALT and HDG pilot assist modes to guide the airplane into the reference
path capture region or he can use TACAN or VOR radialsto enter the
referencepath capture region or finally,he can use the TRAJ GEN button to
set up the path capture. The procedureusing pilot assist modes for path
capturewill be covered in detail first and then the other procedureswill
be outlined.
Area Navigation Using Pilot Assist Modes
Figure 22 shows the procedureand annunicationassociatedwith pilot
assistmodes for capturinga referenceflight path which terminatesin the
captureregion of the MLS centerlineand glideslope. The procedurebegins
with the airplane presumedto be in flight at a cruise speed.
Action System Response
Push FD1 ON, When FD1 is pushed on, the lateral flight
selectFP2, dial director is referencedto the engage value
WPT 2, select of headingand the verticalflight director
WPT 2 altitude, is referencedto the engage value of flight
push ALT SEL, se- path angle. The FMAsh°wsl, FPA HDGII
lect the intercept At this point, the pilot is presumed to be
HDG, push HDGSEL, looking after speed without using a flight
push AREANAV, director or SCASspeed reference. When the
push VERT NAV, pilot selects flight path 2 (FP2) at the
push SPDPROF multifunction display control panel (MFDCP),
and push MLS a plan view of the prestored reference flight
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path 2 appearson the f,IFDwith the orienta-
tation, scale and aircraft locationthat ex-
ists in computermemory. The waypoint number
currentlyin the MSP waypointwindow and the
altitudeassociatedwith that waypointwill
appear in the lower left corner of the MFD.
The locationof this informationis shown in
Figure 6. The next pilot action is to choose
a waypoint for coupling to the reference
flight path by dialingthe beginningwaypoint
number at the MSP. This waypoint number will
remain unchangeduntil either the airplane
enters the referenceflight path capture
region and passes the designatedwaypoint or
until the pilot makes a new selection.
Followinga short delay, the durationof which
is the time needed to computeand to display
new informationon the MFD, the capture
waypoint and associatedaltitude appear
followingthe MFD mnemonic,CALT. To effect
the lateralcapture,the pilot must establish
an intercepttrack that carries the airplane
into the capture regionof a backwards
extensionof a straightline segmentof the
referencepath. The capture region is defined
as a functionof lateraldeviationand closure
rate to the straightline segmentpreceeding
the capturewaypoint. To effecta lateral
capture,the pilot must arm the capture by
pressingAREA NAV before the airplanecrosses
the straightline leading to the capture
waypoint. PressingAREA NAV automaticelly
activatesthe LAT NAV button. To effect a
verticalcapture, the pilot must fly the
airplaneto within ± 152 m (± 500 ft) of the
capturewaypoint altitudeand push the VERT
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NAVbutton before the airplane passes the
waypoint. If the airplane misses the lateral
capture, the pilot must select a new capture
waypoint or else establish a new intercept
track to cross the backwards extension line
prior to reaching the capture waypoint. If
the airplane misses the vertical capture, the
pilot may use lateral guidance to proceed
along the reference flight path and fly the
airplane to an altitude which is within
151 m (_ 500 ft) of the next waypoint. VERT
• NAV remains armed until capture occurs or the
pilot pushes VERTNAVoff. In the example
shown in Figure 22, the pilot uses the HDGSEL
feature to establish an intercept track for
waypoint 2 and uses ALT SEL to establish the
airplane at the capture altitude. When these
reference values are reached, the FMA shows
r
I ALT HDGJ" Then the pilot pushes AREA
m !
NAV, VERTNAVand SPDPROFto arm capture of
the reference flight path to provide lateral
and vertical references and to establish a
speed reference based on the nominal speeds
stored in computer memory for each of the
waypoints. The FMA displays[ZZZZ]LI....... ANAVALTNAVJHDGj
where the upper left window alternates between
the reference speed for the capture waypoint
and ANAVto denote that the speed reference
comes from the reference flight path speed
table. Whenthe lateral capture criterion is
satisfied, the lateral flight director
symbology provides guidance to fly the
reference flight path track. If the vertical
capture criterion is also satisfied, the
flight director symbology for modes 0 and M or
the combined flight director and SCASlaws for
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modes C and F are referenced to the path
altitude table. Whenboth lateral and
vertical couple has occurred and if Zhe SPD
PROFhas been armed, the reference flight path
speeds will provide the reference for the
" power-lever symbology for modes 0 and M or for
SCASmodes C and F. When the flight director
symbology or SCASis coupled to area
navigation references, the FMAwill display
120 ] The speed which appearsANAVANAVANAV "
in the upper left window of the FMA is the
speed for the capture waypoint until the
airplane passes the capture waypoint and then
will change if the reference speed for the
next waypoint is different. The MFDshows the
airplane position relative to the reference
flight path planform, the waypoint number and
altitude of the upcoming waypoint as well as
the time in seconds to the next waypoint. If
the WAYPT/TACANselector on the HSl, shown in
Figure 7, is set to WAYPT,the CDI shows
lateral deviation and the VDI shows vertical
deviation from the reference flight path, the
upper right DMEwindow shows the distance to
the next waypoint and the #2 bearing pointer
shows the direction to the next waypoint. As
the airplane passes a waypoint, all waypoint
data on the MFDand the HSI jump to the value
appropriate to the next waypoint. If the
SPDPROFreference speed of the waypoint just
crossed is different from the reference speed
for the next waypoint, the upper left FMA
window displays a value which varies linearly
with distance from the previous speed value
to the upcoming waypoint speed value. Associ-
ated with each reference flight path is a
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final waypoint which is stored in computer
memory. The pilot can change the final way-
point number using the keyboard mnemonic WPF.
What happens at the final waypoint depends on
whether or not a final approach navaid is
valid and armed. The QSRAwill most likely
use MLSas the final approach navigation
source of precision guidance. The other
candidate final approach navaid is ILS.
The QSRAhas an automatic navigation se-
lection function which is activated when the
keyboard mnemonic, ATN, is set to I and is
deactivated when ATN is set to O. If ATN is
set to i, the system will test for valid MLS
azimuth and DMEsignals and if both signa!s
are valid, MLS lateral guidance will be armed.
When the glideslope signal becomes valid, the
MLS vertical guidance will also be armed and
the MSPglideslope and course windows will be
set to the values stored in memory for the
keyboard mnemonic for the selected MLS trans-
mitter. The MLS glideslope is nominally set
to 6 degrees unless the pilot chooses a new
value and the course is set to the centerline
value for the active MLS station. If MLS is
not armed when the ILS localizer becomes
valid, the ILS localizer and glideslope will
be armed. The course and glideslope windows
will be set to the values stored for the
current ILS mnemonic in computer memory. If
ATN is 0 and AREA NAV is engagedwhen MLS
azimuthand DME become valid, the FMA will
display "ARMMLS" unless the pilot has
already armed MLS or until the message is
cancelledby the pilot. Recall that pilot
arming of MLS does not depend on MLS azimuth
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and DMEbeing valid. The "ARMMLS" message
will not be repeated unless the azimuth sig-
nal sequences through invalid and then valid,
that is, unless the airplane flies out of and
back into MSLazimuth coverage. If ATN is 0
and AREANAVis engaged when the ILS localizer
becomes valid, the FMAwill display "ARM ILS"
unless the pilot has already armed ILS or un-
til the message is cancelled by the pilot.
This message will not be repeated as long as
the localizer signal remains valid. If
MLS azimuth and DMEbecome valid, testing for
an ILS localizer valid will be discontinued.
If the MLS azimuth and DMEsignals become
valid after the ILS localizer is already
valid, MLS arm will replace ILS arm. The
logic described above will hold for the QSRA
where MLS and ILS transmitters are not co-
located but must be made a matter of pilot
selection should MLSand ILS ever be
co-located. Regardless of whether ATN is I or
O, if neither a complete MLS nor a complete
ILS system is valid when the airplane passes
the waypoint preceding the final waypoint,
the pilot will get the FMAmessage "M/ILS-
NOTVALID." If neither MLS nor ILS. is armed
when the airplane passes the final waypoint,
the guidance reference will shift from
ANAVto SPD, FPA and HDGand the message
"ANAVDISCONNECT"appears on the FMA. If
either MLSor ILS is armed, the FMAspeed
reference shifts from the reference flight
path table value at the waypoint preceding
the final waypoint to the value in the MSP
speed window at the final waypoint. As the
airplane passes the final waypoint, and pro-
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vided the airplane is within the glideslope
capture region for the glideslopeangle shown
on the MSP, the speed referencechanges from
ANAV to speed hold with airspeed referenced
to the MSP speed window value, the go-around
speed referenceis armed, the lateraland
verticalANAV mode referencesare replaced
by the MLS or ILS precisionapproachref-
erencesand the lateral and verticalgo-
around modes are armed. In Figure 22, where
the approachaid is MLS, the FMA goes to
iZZ] /A GIA]SPD MLS MLS with the FMA speed arm window
showing68-G/A-68.... as the airplane passes
the final waypoint. The referenceapproach
airspeed is assumed to be 68 knots in the
exampleshown in Figure 22. The guidance
referencesand annunciationafter the airplane
is establishedon MLS glideslopeare the same
as describedfor "Push FD1 ON, push ALT HOLD
ON, push SPD HOLD ON and push MLS ON."
Area Navigationusing TrajectoryGenerate
The trajectorygenerate featureprovidesanotherway of coupling to one
of the four prestoredreferenceflight paths. The proceduresfor computing
the minimum fuel path from the aircraft initialpositionand heading to a
capturewaypointwere outlined in the sectionon the air trafficcontrol
operatingenvironmentand will not be repeatedhere. There are three
strategiesfor using the trajectorygenerate (TRAJ GEN) button. The first
strategy is to computea path from presentposition to the final waypoint.
This option providesa minimum distancepath to interceptthe final MLS
approach along with a speed-altitudedescentprofile. The second strategy
is to synthesizea path to a capturewaypointwhich is a part of a
prestoredreferenceflight path. The synthesiscomputationwill determine
a minimum distancehorizontalpath and a speed-altitudeprofile to guide
the airplane to a capturewaypoint on one of the prestoredreferenceflight
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paths. After reaching the capture waypoint, the airplane flies the
prestored reference flight path track, altitude and speed to the final
waypoint as was described in the previous section where pilot assist modes
were used to join an AREANAVpath. If the airplane cannot fly the
prestored path within bank angle, flap and power limits due to strong wi_ds
and turbulence, the airplane will deviate from the planned path and the FMA
will- display the message "NONFLYABLEPATH." The third strategy takes the
airplane from the present position and heading to a capture waypoint on a
prestored reference flight path to constrain the airplane to fly the
planned track to the final waypoint but relies on the synthesis computation
procedure to supply the altitude-speed profile. The third strategy is
established when the number -2 appears in the reference flight path
altitude or speed tables. If reasonable numbers, altitude in feet or
• airspeed in knots, appear in the reference flight path table, the second
strategy is adopted in preference to the third strategy.
The mode engagement logic is essentially the same for all three
strategies and consists of selecting one of the flight director modes 0 or
M or SCASmodes C and F, choosing a capture waypoint and pushing the
trajectory generate button. Figure 23 outlines the procedure for acquiring
the MLSprecision approach using the trajectory generate feature. The
airplane is assumed to be in cruise flight at the beginning of the
description which follows.
Action System Response
Push FD1 ON, When the flight director is turned on, the
select a cap- guidance references are flight path angle
ture WPT, push and heading. The FMA shows FPA HDGII
TRAJ GENON, The pilot selects one of the four reference
and push AREANAV flight paths which then appears on the MFD.
The waypoint number last set on the MSPand
the associated altitude also appear on the
MFD. The pilot selects his choice of cap-
ture waypoint using the MSPWPT selector
knob. The new capture waypoint and associ-
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ated altitudeappear on the MFD. The pilot
begins the trajectorysynthesisby pushing
the TRAJ GEN button. Followinga short wait
while the synthesiscomputationis executing,
a dashed line path appearson the MFD which
extendsfrom the aircraft presentpositionand
heading to a tangentialinterceptof the pre-
stored path at the capturewaypoint. As the
airplane continuesto fly, the dashed line
capturepath is continuouslyupdatedand dis-
played on the MFD. The FMA shows ANAVto be
armed, IF----IANAVFPAANAV]HDGwhere the upper left
window shows the present airspeed alternating
with ANAVarm. The present airspeed is the
beginning airspeed for the trajectory genera-
tion speed profile. When the pilot chooses to
couple to the synthesized path, he pushes AREA
ANAVwhich turns on LAT NAV. The pilot
completes coupling to the speed-altitude
profile by pushing VERT NAVand SPDPROF.
When coupling to the capture path is complete,
the FMA shows f152 ] with the upper[ANAVANAVANAV]
left window showing the computer generated
speed reference. The dashed capture path on
the MFDis replaced by a solid path from the
aircraft's present position to the capture
waypoint. Computer generated lateral,
vertical and speed references are used to
provide flight director or SCASguidance to
first the capture waypoint and then to the
final waypoint. If the first strategy is
adQpted, the capture and final waypoints
coincide. If either the second or third
strategy is adopted, the capture and final
waypoints are separated. Once the airplane
begins to track a capture path, that capture
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path becomesa backwardsextensionof the
prestoredreferenceflight path and the
proceduresand responsesalready describedfor
flying a prestoredflight path apply. The
MFD displaysall of the prestoredreference
flight path but only that portion of the
computergeneratedpath between the airplane's
presentpositionand the capturewaypoint.
With TRAJ GENON Pushing TRAJ GENoff causes the dashed cap-
but AREANAV is ture trajectory to disappear from the MFD
OFF, PUSHTRAJ and the ANAVspeed, vertical and lateral arm
GENOFF indications to be removed from theFMA.
i
With ANAVspeed, Vertical and speed guidance continues based
vertical and on the track distances which applied when
lateral coupled, LAT NAVwas on but no lateral guidance is
push LAT NAVOFF provided to the AREANAVpath. Pushing
LAT NAVoff causes the lateral flight director
to default to the HDGmode unless the pilot
pushes HDGHOLDoff to eliminate all lateral
guidance. The LAT NAVoff feature can be
used if a poor lateral navigation signal
is causing the airplane to s-turn objection-
ably.
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APPENDIX
This appendix summarizesthe abbreviationsthat appear on the face of
the mode select panel, in the MFD or otherwisein the report text. A list
of keyboard and flight mode annunicatormnemonicsis provided. Finally,
the flightmode annunciatormessages are listed in the order of appearance
in this report.
ABBREVIATIONS
ALT Altitude
AREA NAV Area navigation
ATC Air trafficcontrol
ATN Keyboardmnemonic for automatic
guidancesource selection,1 for auto-
matic, 0 for manual
AWJSRA AugmentorWing Jet STOL ResearchAirplane
B Backsidemode
BLC Boundary layer control
BRG Bearing
C Cruise
CDI Course deviationindicator
CRS Course
CRT Cathode ray tube
DHT Keyboard mnemonic for decisionheight
DLC Direct lift control
DME Distancemeasuringequipment
DR Dead reckoning
EADI Electronicattitudedirector indicator
F Frontsidemode
FD1 Flight directorselector
FMA Flight mode annunciator
FPA Flight path angle
FP i, 2, 3 or 4 Flight path selectorson the MFDCP
FR Flight reference
G/A Go-around
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G/S Glideslope
HDG Heading
HSI Horizontalsituationindicator
HUD Head-updisplay
IFR Instrumentflight rules
ILS Instrumentlanding system
IMC Instrumentmeteorologicalconditions
IN_ Inertialnavigationsystem
LAT NAV Lateralnavigation
M Manual mode
MFD Multifunctiondisplay
MFDCP rtultifunctiondisplaycontrol panel
MLS Microwave landingsystem
ms1 Mean sea level
MSP Mode selectpanel
NALF Navy auxiliarylandingfield
NAV START Navigationstart
0 All SCAS modes off-flightdirector
only
QSRA Quiet Short-HaulResearchAirplane
RPM Revolutionsper minute
SAS Stabilityaugmentationsystem
SCAS Stabilityand conTnandaugmentation
system
SDN Strapdown (vertical)gyros
SEL Select
SPD CONF Speed configuration(functionof
flaps)
" SPD PROF Speed profile(computedor stored
speed reference)
STBY Stand-by
STOL Short takeoffand landing
TAC TACAN
TRAJ GEN Trajectorygenerate
USB Upper surfaceblowing flaps
VDI Verticaldeviationindicator
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VERT NAV Verticalnavigation
VHF Very high frequency
VOR Very high frequencyomni range
WAYPT or WPT Waypoint
WCR Criticalwaypoint
WPF Keyboardmnemonic for final waypoint
3D Three dimensional
4D Four dimensional
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Keyboardand Flight Mode AnnunciatorMnemonics
ALT Altitude
ANAV Area navigation
ATN Keyboardmnemonic for automatic
. guidance source selection,1 for
automatic,0 for manual
DfIT Keyboardmnemonic for decision height
ESM EADI safetymargin symbol selector,
I visible,0 omitted
FPA Flight path angle
G/A Go-around
HDG Heading
ILS Instrumentlanding system
LAND Land mode
LFP Keyboardmnemonic for landingflap
setting
MLS Microwave landingsystem
SPD Speed mode
TAC TACAN
VOR Very high frequencyomni range
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Flight Mode Annunciator Messages
SET USBTO 30o Enable automatic USB deployment.
DEADRECKONING
SET C POWERLVR Set Mode C power-lever.
LOWERFLAP
RAISE FLAP
LIFT/DRAG IS ON
CHECKNAVAID
ENABLEILS
ILS INVALID
ENABLEMLS
MLS INVALID
ARMMLS
ARM ILS
M/ILS NOTVALID Neither MLS nor ILS is valid.
ANAVDISCONNECT
NONFLYABLEPATH
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SPOILERS
×/Uuiii;i,  iiii:
__" _ (USB)
(a) General layout.
TURBO-FAN ENGINE
/
Q______ _E_SO_CE
BLOWINGFLAP(USB)
TO EJECTOR
(b) Section through nacelle and USBflap.
Figure i.- Quiet Short Haul Research Aircraft.
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SPOILER
(ROLL CONTROL & DLC)
DOUBLE SLOTTED
OUTBOARD FLAP
(c) Section through spoiler and outboard flap.
/
SPANWISE BLOWING
DUCT
\ _-._
\
\\
(d) Section through aileron.
Figure 1.- Concluded.
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THRUST LEVERS USB (0-_ 30°) OUTBOARD FLAP
GO AROUND. [_ _"SWITCH EAD CONSOLE
RUDDER TRIM _
SWITCH LOCATED _
ON THE HUD UNIT
USB BEEP ;PEED BRAKE )W
SWITCH PANEL
30 ° TO 66°
HEAD UP RUDDER TRIM
DISPLAY
GLARESHIELD
g
_)_" m__F____________z+_-_, :..,, ,, ,,:"-> :':.@!@(_ i _,,, o:: IUMENT
ilii-l_! _N-I _-_(_C) 9 !;_-__._ PANELROLL AND ":" : : :-:-_-_" s
PITCH TRIM _
WHEEL-_ CENTER
FORCE SENSOR _',e-_°c _ e-_ c
I_ WHEEL CONSOLE
COLUMN (
Figure 2.- Pilot and copilot controls for the QSRA.
XO, YO, _0
XI' Y1, 61
\
4 2 1
(i""
MLS G/S MLS
AZ, DME
SYNTHESIZED MINIMUM FUEL HORIZONTAL TRACK
ALTITUDE i GO
UND
DISTANCE TO TOUCHDOWN
SYNTHESIZED MINIMUM FUEL VERTICAL PATH
_ FRONTSIDE/---_LT RANS'--_-_ BACKSIDE
AIRSPEED, _ _//////. FLAP
1.3 Ve _'_-/-_ PLACARDS
f (WIND) _1 _ [////// FINAL
"//////////////////_ "_-'_E.__z APPROACH
. Jvt=_= T_._,iM/ 7-7777. SPEED
DISTANCE TO TOUCHDOWN
SYNTHESIZED SPEED PROFILE
Figure 3.- Synthesisof a fuel-optimalpath.
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Figure 4.- QSRAcockpit layout.
ADVISORY MESSAGE
INDICATOR
ROLL ATTITUDEHEADING TAPE REFERENCE
ON HORIZON HEADING ROLL INDICES
/
RADIO
CALIBRATED _ Y _ / 7ALTITUDE
AIRSPEED 3 980 PERSPECTIVEJ
RUNWAY
PITCH AND
SAFETY MARGIN ROLL FLIGHT
DIRECTOR
COMMAND _ /00
STATUS GLIDESLOPE
SCALE REFERENCE
50% TO 150% DOWNWARD
PATH -_ _ / FLIGHT PATH
DEVIATION / ANGLE
CAPABILITY
FLAPS
POWER LEVEL
AIRCRAFT AND SPOILER
REFERENCE DIRECTOR
FLIGHT PATH
PITCH SCALE ANGLE (TIP
OF VELOCITY
SPEED ERROR VECTOR)
FLIGHT PATH
ACCELERATION
Figure 5.- Flight path orienteddisplay format.
I01
MAGNETIC
HEADING OR REFERENCE
COURSE HEADING
 LT'TUOE,l'_1!0 0 0 6 : I .HEADINGI I I ' I ' I ' I ' I w , ! w /:, I TAPE
O0 03 06
INS: N37 34 10 W121 05 25 DR 14 AIRPORT
AZ DME EL "SYMBOL
NAVIGATION MLS: -10.2 11.3 10.1
ANNUNICATION TAC: TNRC TNRC COURSE
VOR: VMOD VMOD (O HEADING)
VECTO R
1 17 TREND
12 VECTOR
NEXT 35
WAYPOINT AIRCRAFT
ALTITUDE WPT: 5 SYMBOL
REFERENCE AT---- CALT: 2000 2 REFERENCE
NEXTWAYPOINT jTWPT: 00:13 FLIGHTPATH
TIME TO NEXT f
WAYPOINT •
4 WAYPOINT
TERRAIN HISTORY DOTS
OBSTRUCTION
SYMBOL
Figure 6.- Multifunction display.
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HEADING INDEX
DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT / COM/PASSWARNING FLAG
NO. I (WITH COUNTER SHUTTER SHOWN) / / HEADING SELECT CURSOR
DISTANCE MEASURINGCOU= SLECT='NT=_I/ //
BEARING POINTER // _>_ / I HEAI_ING I// _'x_NO1 _ / p_k _ _ hh_BEAR,NGPO,NTER
• IF'f'-..__--_',; ' '_-'Z_"%,"__ NO.2
" TO FROM POINTER _ III _z_'-==///z_-"_ _----..._-/,_'_=_,._ II
__,__6, 4\\\ I°--1-I- VERTICALDEVIATIONCOURS_D_V,_T,O.qLL /__\\..3,\\\ °_--tII SCA._
_=N,N_F._OI I__)): _11_1-1-W.T,C==V,_T,ON
AIRPLANESYMBOL_d1_F \\\V_\\_.7.j_,_///_l i iI INDICATOR
__lJ-J-__ v _ %///..">7///..I"T--l-q_l--VERTICALDEVIATION
SWITCH NO. 1 ____)-___.,_(__, HEADING DIAL
COURSE DEVIATION SCALE COURSE DEVIATION
INDICATORSWITCH NO. 2
Figure 7.- Horizontalsituationindicator(HSI)annotatedview.
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SPEEO VESTICAL LATESAL!-----! f I 1)---_l°_'
ACKNOWLEDGE_
BUTTON
_ I _----- MESSAGE PANEL
FLIGHT MODE ANNUNCIATION
@ @ @% _3@D '_
,"',=0,= E!@@_
...... PILOTASSIST........
--- OUIOANCE---]
MODE SELECT PANEL
Figure 8.- Mode select panel and flight mode annunciator layout.
"CM %
80 /sec
IFwn[
FORCE (._1_ qc _
.-.oc.,lyw._
Figure 9.- Pitch stability augmentation system.
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__¢K w __ [_ ROLL:) "1 --Q I -+_ SASSERVO
8WBo= 1.0°
Figure 10.- Roll SAS.
VT, Vc ,
ft/sec _ ft/sec
0, _ 32.17 sin0 0.13(5.18"104 )]deg- VT \ V2_ +1 --
'-
deg/sec _ _ 5 S + 1 + SAS SERVO
]o.oo45sI Vc.
+ ft/sec "_I
ay, = i 1 2.49 * 106g's +k_) _"0.1S+ 1 _ V2
I
Figure 11.- Yaw SAS.
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LATERAL_ERROR
LATERAL __,_ +
RATE
ERROR
_RED,CT,ON,,,_,V_ ALT,TUDE_ ANGLEL,JRATEL___SCHEDULING I ICOMMANDI I LIMIT I -k.
J I LIMIT I _ ' DIRECTOR"
BAR
LIMITING
ROLL ANGLE
AIRCRAFT ._ROLL RATE
HEADING HOLD OR SELECT
TACAN RADIAL
LATERAL ERROR & LATERAl.. RATE ERROR ARE DERIVED FROM VOR RADIAL
ILSLOCALIZER
MLS CENTERLINE
ANAV REFERENCE
Figure 12.- Lateral flight director.
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FR HLD/SEL
SPDPROF cl |CON 1
XDD hF _ hUSB -
LTHLO  EL}IFPA HLD/SELILS THTCOM I_ _MLSVNAV " _'F_ _USB-
FRHLD SEL}SPD HLD/SEL VSELSPDPROF [SPDCONF I _ c3
V_ _ ___ ,/XDD o_ USB
ALT HLD/SEL _ _ I
FPA HLD/SEL / I _"_ _'
ILS _ THTCOM _1 _MLS / I
VNAV ! I r "
'_TAvE
PILOT k 1WASH 1 I
INPUT I
WASH2 [k2 /
Figure 13.- Mode 0 (SCASoff) block diagram.
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FR HLD/SEL _ _ V
SPDHLD/SEL I .,,.{ RATE
SPDPROF Z -I .... I v_j -I vo I I •
SPDCONF J I LIM I t-- I r I ,,_+ _11' Cl _XDD o_ '_F -- '_USB-
FPA HLD/SEL / I
ILS _ THTCOM IIl _ Q .
MLS / I o"'_F--
VNAV J [ '%us8"
,)
FR HLD/SEL _ r_lw__ vr,
SPD HLD/SEL _
SPD PROF / VSEL c3
SPD CONF ! _ f---
0:"_'F "'- "USB "
XDDRA _ "LTHLD SEL1FPAH_O_SEL ,'LS ,H,COM , _ --dEMLS o. "F "VNAV "'" 'us8 "
POWER TGC k2 WASH 2
LEVER ICOMMAND _ N2
FEEDBACK
N2AVE-'_ 'T J_ I ,,J _ '_TAv E
MACH NO. N2 J _ {-_ L_
_ '%T1
_I N2 M -_ i POWER _ ;'T 2POWER TGc \--'_'2 /:f_"; _..€ J LEVER
_" SERVO _ '%T3
LEVER AAMB _. TGt"AMB N2
;T
Figure 14.- Mode M (manual) block diagram.
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ALT HLDiSEL
FPA RED/SEE /
ILSG/S _THTCOM'--'_IVpFs_--- ]
_LSO,Sl ---- I
DTHETA_
POWER LEVER SERVO ERROR
ZN 151_
- "° l___J v_!+
TV1 SELECTED
AIRSPEEDCOLUMN LAG + 7 GW o VSF
FORCE qcm _ "c = (_lc - '_co) + (')c o - )c )
-_ + c,iC + I_BIAS
+ + "_C , r CL "c
PITCH THTCWS, "c
HOLD SCAS 1 VS F
I ,oI °!1
SPDHLD/SEE}VsEL'_"_n._,,I_---I_)--r_ kv _ GWVsF I _.. I I
Vc _ 'sP _ SE RVO
;'USBcM D
Figure 15.- Mode F (frontside) block diagram.
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ALT HLD/SEL_
FPARED/SEE/
,LS _TRTCOM "1"PFS
MLS / ' ' I
VNAV J I
POWER LEVER SERVO ERROR
'%T
TGscAs
ATT HOLD THTCOM_ FT"-] ")c _ _ - :T I-_-'_']TGscAs
NO STICK nc_ "31_ _ sin _ _ 'ST
SERVO
FORCE -t _ _+ I I co LOOP
'l°"_ _,Ao __ "'FC o. s7
FR HLD/SEL } _+
GPD HLD/SEL VSE L
SPD PROF
I
I
"TAv E
N2AVE + --
_ ",T1
TGsc--,_S . ,,-_- ...-." ',TC THROTTLE
,'/" " SERVO .,,T3
Figure 16.- Mode C (cruise) block diagram.
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FR HLD/SEL _ _ V V_
SPD HLD/SEL_ VSEL-_IpJ RATE _ kv" I--_
XDD - "F -- buss -
ALT HLD/SEL _ _ I /
FPAHLD/SEL / I " _' 12 _. F--_
ILS _' THTCOM _-i )_lJ I'-!" _ g "MLS /
VNAV ! I "'_F'- _USB"
ALT HLO/SEL } [
FPA HLD/SEL
ILS THTCOM -_ kTHDD S
MLS
VNAV
N2AVE _ WASH 1 _ kN2WASH3?'TAvE / kl
TH,CWS_ - .',u,o SEatO
'_ II CMD
FR HLD/SEL I _'R'-_"_ V S F ..-..VC ERR r-:---_ ..
SPD HLD/SEL I VSEL_J_ kDL C S__I s+ wDLC II
I[--_':'--I_ __., + + '_'sP. ...- _SERvoSPOILERcMD
V C
TGNoM _ :'SPc
" _TAvE
Figure 17.- Mode B (backside)block diagram.
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TEST FOR CONFIGURATION
NO _ YES
NO YES
' ,r !,
- ! FLT DIR MODE M MODE B i MODE F MODE C
D' SpN?TyED I ONLY '1 (F_ANU A L, (BACKSIDE) (FRONT SIDE) PO R" (CRUISE)
, L FSCAS 0 FSCAS 2 FSCAS 3 FSCAS -. 4
CALLED FOR
FSCAS 0
NO YES
NOT DISPLAY
DISPLAYED FLT. DIR
Figure 18.- Path-speed mode selection.
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SYMBOL
GENERATOR
I Ao, AO,
Figure 19.- Symbol generator drive capability.
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PUSH FD1 PUSH ALT HOLD
/ '
-,
ASSUME LAS = 68 knots
, BEGIN G/S CAPTURE
/
80-SPD-80. . .
MLS AZ ALT MLS
COVERAGE
GL CAPTURE __ TRACK 105-SPDo105...
_ MLSMLSALT HOG
SET SPD WINDOW
TO THE LANDING
APPROACH AIRSPEED
& PUSH SPD SEL ' 2" OF SELECTED
HEADING
HOG.M LS.HOG,,.
PUSH HDG SEL _ SPD ALT
SET HDG
PUSH VERT
I 130 MLS MLSPUSH MLS SPD ALT HDG
PUSH ALT HOLD [ 13o MLS
PUSH SPD HOLD / SPD ALT HDG
PUSH FD1 [ 130 JSPD ALT HOG
FPA HDG
Figure 20.- Proceed to MLS track using ALT SEL and HDGSEL.
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G/S CAPTURE
MLS MLS
G/A G/Al MLS MLS
.TACAN
BEGIN G/S CAPTURE
MLSAZ
COVERAGE
MLSJALT MLS
CAPTURE P-t.TRACK
ALT TAC
PUSH VERT NAV
MLS IALT TAC
PUSH HDG SEL -HDG.MLS...
SET CRS
PUSH TAC & ALT
PUSH MLS ALT HDG_
PUSH ALT HOLD TAC-MLS-TAC...I
• ALT HDG I
PUSH FD1
1
z, FPA HOG I
J
Figure 21.- Proceed to MLStrack from ATL SEL and TACANvia HDGSEL.
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G/A G/A 1I
6sG/A65 !S.DMLSMLSI/
1[_::::3 G/A G/A ILAND LAND MLS
72 MLS MLS
ANAV ANAV ANAV
LS AZ FINAL WPT 8 ' 7 '
VERAGE
MLS AUTOMATICALLY _ 5 . 6 90 MLS MLS
ARMED WHEN AZ & _ '4 ANAV ANAV ANAV
DME BECOME VALID 3 _ 120 I.. ANAV ANAV ANAV
/ 120-ANAV-120 . . ,
REFERENCE
FLIGHT PATH I ANAV ANAV ICAPTURE REGION ALT, HDG
I
PUSH AREA NAY I ALT HDG
& PUSH VERT NAV
SET HDG && PUSH SPD PROF 1
PUSH HDG ALT HDG I1 I
SET ALT & I ALT 1PUSH ALT HDG
DIAL WPT2
SELECT FP2 IPUSH FD! FPA HDG
Figure 22.- Proceed to MLS track using Pilot Assist Modes to capture a
reference flight path.
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PUSHANAV, VERT NAV PUSHTRAJ GRN
AND SPD PROF
WAYPOINT
SLEW TO REFERENCE
APPROACH AIRSPEED
72-G/A-72...
SPD MLS MLS
,5
MLS AZ FINAL SOMETIME DURING THE APPROACH
COVERAGE WAYPOINT PRIOR TO THE FINAL WAYPOINT,
THE PILOT DIALS IN A REFERENCE
4- APPROACHAIRSPEED FOR USEDURING MLSTRACK
1 '2
120 MLS MLS
ANAV ANAV ANAV
!
!
152
ANAV ANAV ANAV
!
I
I 155-ANAV-155...
IANAV ANAVFPA HDG• PUSHANAV
VERTNAV & SPDPROF _="""""_ I FDA HDG !
PUSHTRAJ GEN
SET WPT = 3 J
PUSH FD1 & SELECT
A REFERENCE
FLIGHT PATH
Figure 23.- Proceedto MLS from TrajectoryGenerate.
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